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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Preamble 
The porcine colonic lymphoglandular complex (LGC) has been shown to 
be structurally compatible (80, 107, 109), by light and electron 
microscopy, with other mucosal lymphoid tissues recognized as sites of 
antigen sampling and generation of local and systemic immune responses 
(119, 122, 176). Additional evidence for this function includes: 1) 
identification of lymphocellular compartmentalization and composition 
consistent with other aggregate mucosal lymphoid tissues, and 2) 
demonstration of enhanced or preferential uptake and transport of 
potentially antigenic material from the bowel lumen into immunoreactive 
lymphoid tissue of the LGC. 
The lamina propria of the intestine "behaves functionally as the 
extended 'medulla' for the Peyer's patches" (98, p. 56). Therefore, in 
addition to confirming the LGC as a component of the gut-associated 
lymphoid tissue (GALT), exemplified by the Peyer's patch, it is also 
important to establish the "normal" lymphocellular composition of the 
lamina propria of the porcine intestine and compare it to other species 
in which it has been defined. Baseline data will provide a foundation 
for interpretation of diseases of the intestine in which altered 
numbers, proportions, functions, or activities of lymphocyte subsets are 
important in development, diagnosis, or resolution of the condition. 
Statement of Problems 
1. Is the colonic LGC of the pig comparable, in composition and 
compartmentalization of lymphocyte subsets, and in uptake capacity, to 
other mucosal lymphoid tissues of pigs? 
2 
2. What are the normal proportions and distribution patterns of 
lymphocytes in the porcine intestinal mucosa from which alterations 
might develop, either as compensatory responses to pathologic insult or 
as primary disease-inducing imbalances? 
Explanation of Dissertation Format 
This dissertation is presented in the alternate format. The papers 
are prepared in the style of the journal. Infection and Immunity. The 
first manuscript is to be submitted to the journal, Immunology. The 
second manuscript is to be submitted to the journal. The Anatomical 
Record. The third paper is not intended to be submitted for 
publication, but is included with the purpose of sharing work which, 
though inconclusive as yet, may be of value to readers wishing to pursue 
the same or a similar objective. A review of the literature precedes 
the first paper. Cited literature appears once at the end of the 
dissertation papers. The candidate was the sole investigator for the 
work and author of the papers. A technique developed in the course of 
the research has been published in the journal. Stain Technology, and is 
included as the Appendix. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Mucosal Immunity 
The Peyer's patch was described in 1677 (Peyer, cited in 14). In 
1875, Klein suggested that morphologically similar lymphatic nodules in 
bronchial and intestinal walls might also show similar function (Klein, 
cited in 16). Specific humoral responses at mucosal surfaces were 
recognized by Davies in 1922 (46). Only recently however, has 
understanding evolved of how such responses and tissue structures might 
be related and integrated as a distinct arm of immunologic defense: the 
common mucosal immune system (15, 102). Within this system, mechanisms 
exist for 1) acquisition of and sensitization to potentially immunogenic 
materials across mucosal surfaces, 2) production and delivery of 
antigen-specific antibodies and T cells to mucosal surfaces, and 3) 
maintenance of appropriate levels of local and systemic immunologic 
tolerance. 
Collectively known as mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) 
(171), mucosal lymphocytes are present individually in lamina propria 
and epithelium, and grouped as solitary or aggregate lymphocytic nodules 
in the mucosa and/or submucosa (12). These physiologically normal 
aggregates of mucosal lymphocytes have been described at many sites and 
in many animal species, including humans. Bronchus-associated lymphoid 
tissue (BALT), conjunctiva-associated lymphoid tissue (CALT), minor 
salivary duct-associated lymphoid tissue (DALT), gut-associated lymphoid 
tissue (GALT), and nasal-associated lymphoid tissue (NALT) are 
designated as regional or systemic subsets of MALT (14, 55, 58, 158) 
(Fig. 1). 
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The complete system (MALT) functions to generate effector 
lymphocytes, sensitized to antigens at a mucosal surface, which 
subsequently disseminate to proprial tissue of the same and other 
mucosae and to glands secreting onto mucosae. Immune responses to 
antigen encountered at mucosal surfaces are thus focused to mucosae such 
that the antigen is either prevented from entering the body, is 
countered with appropriate specificity and intensity to minimize injury 
to the host, or is tolerated by suppression of positive immune 
responses. 
In the aggregate forms, lymphocyte subsets are organized into B-
and T-cell dependent areas which contain, in addition, site-specific 
accessory cells and post-capillary (high-endothelial) venules (176, 
185). Epithelium associated with organized lymphoid tissue 
(lymphoepithelium) provides for nondegradative transport of antigenic 
materials from the mucosal surface to subjacent immunoreactive tissue 
(118). Together, these features provide for development of immune 
responses (185). 
Organized lymphoid tissues, localized to mucosal surfaces and 
capable of enhanced sampling of luminal antigen, form the basis for: 1) 
priming (immune response initiation) of unsensitized lymphocytes, 2) 
proliferation (immune response amplification) of lymphocyte clones 
already sensitized at other sites, including T cells and B cells 
producing immunoglobulin A (IgA), IgE, IgG, and IgM, and 3) production 
of IgA-producing B cells which circulate and home to the same 
(preferentially) and other mucosae or to exocrine glands secreting onto 
those mucosae (12, 13). Therefore, generation of a particular immune 
FIG. 1. Aggregate organized lymphoid tissue is integrated into the lining mucosae of many 
epithelial surfaces of the body, including bronchi (BALT), conjunctivae (CALT), minor 
salivary-gland ducts (DALT), gut (GALT), and nasal cavities (NALT). Modified from 
Woloshak and Thomasi (188) and E. Liebler, Dissertation, Tiearztliche Hochschule 
Hannover, 1985. 
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response at one mucosal surface results in dissemination of antigen-
specific lymphocytes to the same and other mucosal surfaces (141), such 
that a faster or stronger response may occur should the antigen be 
encountered again. In addition, not only is the response enhanced per 
se, it is controlled and refined to best suit the mucosal environment 
(see below). Mucosal memory (and potential for vigorous anamnestic 
response) may be lifelong (94). 
Secretion of IgA is the dominant mucosal immune defense mechanism 
(101), though IgM is also actively secreted (25). Immunoglobulin A 
inhibits bacterial adherence to the mucosal surface, neutralizes viruses 
and toxins, prevents active or passive uptake of antigens across the 
epithelial barrier (immune exclusion), and, when complexed with antigen, 
stimulates release of mucin from goblet cells (101). Preferential 
secretion of IgA and IgM in mucosal secretions is a result of secretion 
of J chain-containing di- or polymeric IgA or pentameric IgM by 
subepithelial B cells and epithelial cell expression of secretory 
component (SC), a membrane glycoprotein which serves as a receptor for 
the Ig-J-chain complex and mediates its transport across the cell for 
secretion onto the luminal surface (25, 27). Presence of SC renders 
polymeric IgA resistant to bacterial proteases, making it especially 
suitable for activity on mucosal surfaces (101). Immunoglobulin A is 
also a poor opsonin, fails to activate complement, and, when bound to 
Fc-alpha receptors on neutrophils, may block Fc-mediated binding of 
other immunoglobulin classes (and phagocytosis of antigen-antibody 
complexes), thereby minimizing the occurrence of inflammation at sites 
where it would likely be of more harm than benefit (13, 113). One 
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notable exception to the preeminence of IgA in mucosal secretions is the 
active transport of IgGl into ruminant colostrum and milk; it represents 
the major Ig constituent throughout lactation (162). 
Antigen-specific T suppressor cells can selectively modulate IgG, 
IgM, and T-cell responses to orally (mucosally) administered antigen 
while antigen-specific T helper cells and IgM-to-IgA switch T cells 
selectively enhance IgA responses (169, 171). A balanced and 
appropriate response is favored by uptake of antigen at mucosal lymphoid 
organs (119). Entry of antigen across mucosae apart from these 
specialized sites, or aberrant regulation (e.g., causing a superabundant 
mucosal immune response or, conversely, mucosal immunosuppression and 
failure to respond) likely explain the development of certain 
gastrointestinal or other mucosal diseases (169, 178). 
Gut-associated Lymphoid Tissues 
Gastrointestinal immunity has been recently and thoroughly reviewed 
(13, 114, 127, 132, 188). This summary is intended to provide an 
adequate basis for comprehension and evaluation of the characteristics 
of the lymphoglandular complex which are described and discussed in the 
following papers. 
As organized tissue, GALT occurs as both solitary and aggregate 
nodular lymphoid forms (14). It is present in the oral cavity and in 
the rectum, and throughout most of the gut tube in between. GALT 
tissues are recognized as consistently present at specific anatomical 
sites, and many are known by names given long before the notion of a 
common mucosal immune system had evolved. These include the 
oropharyngeal tonsils (122); minor salivary gland duct-associated 
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lymphoid tissue of the oral cavity (158); localized esophageal lymphoid 
infiltrates (11); Peyer's patches (PPs) in the small intestine (122); 
cecal tonsils (57) and sacculus rotundus (ileocecal tonsil; 82); 
appendix (122); proximal colonic lymphoid nodules (45); colonic lymphoid 
patches (20); colonic lymphoglandular complexes (5); and the bursa of 
Fabricius (22) (Fig. 2). 
Anatomy of GALT 
A stereotypical image of the microanatomy of lymphoepithelial 
complexes of the gut (organized GALT) has evolved from studies of these 
tissues. The epithelial component, or lymphoepithelium, is unique to 
organized MALT organs and the lymphoid component, though organized in a 
fashion typical of secondary lymphoid tissue in general, demonstrates 
consistent compartmentalization which gives uniformity to all GALT (GALT 
from this point forward will refer only to the organized lymphoid 
tissues of the gut). Four compartments are present: follicle, corona, 
interfollicular area, and dome, each of which contains, and is defined 
by, certain lymphocyte subsets (127, 176). The consequence of the 
segregation is summarized by Sell: "Different populations of lymphocytes 
are found in different domains of a given lymphoid organ, forming 
functional microenvironments with macrophages of special types" (161, p. 
37). The key word is "functional" -- compartmentalization of lymphocyte 
subsets (as defined by isotype or degree of stimulation, maturation, or 
activation) and accessory cell subtypes (185) is the anatomical 
foundation for the lymphocellular interactions necessary for generation 
of immune responses. Additionally, integration of the epithelial and 
lymphoid components into intestinal lymphoepithelial complexes localizes 
Within GALT, aggregate lymphoid tissues occur at specific locations in the gut of 
certain animals, and in some cases have been given special names. This diagram is a 
summary composite of all such tissues recognized to date, and is not meant to imply 
that all types are present in any one species of animal. 
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and focuses development of responses to specific areas of the intestinal 
tract. 
Lymphocytic regions Figure 3a gives a schematic overview of the 
typical organizational pattern of mammalian GALT. Interfollicular 
(internodular) areas are thymus (T lymphocyte)-dependent and analogous 
to paracortical areas of lymph nodes and peri arteriolar lymphoid sheaths 
of the spleen (98, p. 61; 161, p.54). T lymphocytes are preponderant, 
and helper cells exceed cytotoxic/suppressor cells in number, but la-
positive (la*) interdigitating cells (possibly deriving from the dome) 
and plasmablasts (especially those containing IgA) are included (98, p. 
61). Strongly la*, non-adherent and non-phagocytic dendritic cells from 
the Peyer's patch are potent activators of the mixed leukocyte response 
(137). High-endothelial venules (HEVs) are present, as in the 
internodular areas of lymph nodes, and serve as sites for emigration of 
lymphocytes from the general circulation into the lymphoid tissue 
(lymphocyte recirculation) (98, p. 60). Entry of lymphocytes into 
internodular areas of secondary lymphoid organs (other than spleen) is 
dependent on protein receptors on the lymphocyte surface ("high 
endothelial binding factors") which act selectively with endothelial 
cell markers peculiar to different tissues (31, 128, 190). In the pig, 
lymphocytes also depart from lymph nodes via HEVs (128). The dome 
region is largely T dependent also, but lacks HEVs and contains a 
variety of cells including B lymphocytes, plasma cells, macrophages, and 
la* dendritic cells (98, p. 61). 
Lymphocytic nodules and coronas comprise the B lymphocyte-dependent 
areas. B lymphocytes are the primary constituent and include both 
Microanatomy of GALT in the intestine, a) Organized 
lymphoid tissues occupy space within the mucosa, on the 
luminal side of the muscularis mucosae (mm), and in the 
submucosa (sub). Associated overlying epithelium and 
intervening propria constitute "follicle"-associated 
epithelium (FAE) and dome regions (d), respectively. Domes 
in the small intestine are short and broad relative to 
adjacent villi. Nodules include both primary (1°) and 
secondary (2°) types; the latter are distinguished by 
germinal centers (GC) and coronas (c). T-lymphocyte 
dependent areas (TDA) separate the nodules and include high-
endothelial venules (HEV). Intercryptal lamina propria (i). 
b) Germinal centers feature a lighter zone (LZ) at the 
luminal pole and a dark zone (DZ) at the serosal pole. When 
active, germinal centers contain increased numbers of 
tingible-body macrophages (stippled cells) in the LZ and 
mitotic figures (cells with bars) in the DZ. 
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memory cells and proliferative cells. Quiescent nodules are termed 
"primary". "Secondary" nodules are activated and proliferative and show 
further compartmentalization into mantles or coronas, which represent 
displaced cells of the primary nodule, and germinal centers (GCs), which 
are foci of cellular replication (161, pp. 43, 51). Fifty-seven to 80% 
of PP B cells carry surface IgM (sIgM), 5-16% sIgG, and 5-15% sIgA (34). 
In the canine lymphoglandular complex, cells with cytoplasmic IgG or IgM 
are approximately equal in number ("few"), and both types outnumber IgA-
cohtaining cells (5). 
Peyer's patch B cells, doubly positive for IgD and IgM, are 
the primary precursor pool for cells destined to produce IgA at the 
lamina propria (174). Differentiation for IgA production is controlled 
by T cells in the PP (34) which regulate a switch from sIgM to sIgA 
(without inducing proliferation or production of cytoplasmic IgA) (77). 
Germinal centers (Fig. 3b) are defined by an abluminal dark zone 
containing "centroblasts" and a luminal light zone containing 
"centrocytes" (115). Depending on the degree of antigenic stimulation, 
the two zones will show relatively more or fewer mitotic figures and 
tingible-body macrophages, respectively. Germinal center B lymphocytes 
bear sIgA, sIgG, or sIgM, but not sIgD; centroblasts carry less Ig per 
cell than the smaller centrocytes, which bear even less than the small 
lymphocytes in the corona (also sIgD positive) (115); i.e., less mature 
cells carry less surface Ig. Surface IgA is borne by 50-75% of cells; 
only 10-20% have sIgG or sIgM (32). Cells with cytoplasmic Ig (A, E, G, 
or M [165]) occur in the light zone, and could represent local secondary 
antibody reactions as well as reflecting maturation of sensitized B 
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lymphocytes (115). Germinal center B cells react positively with peanut 
agglutinin (likely a marker for sessility) and carry high levels of la 
antigen (probably enhancing B cell interaction with T cells and antigen-
presenting cells) (32). Germinal cell B cells bear lower levels of 
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I antigen than do non-GC 
B cells (32). Antigen-specific clonal expansion is the obvious effect 
of the proliferative activity in the GC, but in addition, polyclonal 
(antigen-nonspecific) amplification of virgin IgM-positive cells also 
occurs (115). 
Some T lymphocytes are present in lymphocytic nodules. Most are T 
helper cells, they are relatively more numerous in GCs versus primary 
nodules or the corona, and within a GC they are concentrated in the 
light zone adjacent to the corona (68, 115). These may be a special T 
helper subset concerned with germinal center regulation (69). T 
cytotoxic/suppressor lymphocytes are scarce in nodules (68). 
Nonphagocytic, la-negative and acid phosphatase-negative, 
follicular (nodular) dendritic cells are present in the light zone of 
the GC (115, 164), as well as in primary nodules and mantle areas (35). 
Antigen-antibody complexes are bound to the surfaces of these cells (a 
C3-dependent process) and retained there for as long as years (115, 
170), probably as a means of stimulating memory B cells (185). 
Immunohistologic studies show topographic heterogeneity between nodular 
dendritic cells of central and peripheral zones in the nodule-corona, 
suggesting the possibility of multiple subsets and/or variable 
functional stages (35). Two ultrastructurally distinct types of nodular 
dendritic cells cooperate in the production of "immune complex coated 
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bodies" (iccosomes), membranous spherules containing immune complexes 
layered over their exterior and embedded within their interior (170). 
Iccosomes are subsequently endocytosed by GC B lymphocytes and processed 
(degraded) for presentation to T cells (170). The origin of nodular 
dendritic cells is unknown, but it is probably distinct from that of 
either macrophages or interdigitating cells (IDCs), localized to sites 
of antigen uptake/efflux or internodular areas, respectively (185). In 
contrast to IDCs, nodular dendritic cells in PPs of mice fail to stain 
for la antigen (185). 
Macrophages occur as tingible-body macrophages in germinal centers 
(166), in the subepithelial lamina propria (dome), and around efferent 
lymphatics (166, 185). The macrophages are positive for la antigen but 
distinct in appearance, phagocytic capability, and surface markers from 
IDCs (185) or dendritic cells as recognized in the laminia propria (98, 
p. 47). The macrophages are likely unimportant as accessory (antigen-
presenting) cells for the initiation of immune responses (lymphocyte 
sensitization); failure to express surface la antigen (unless activated) 
may be a factor (166). This is in marked contrast to the crucial role 
of la^ IDCs in the generation of T-dependent responses via interaction 
with T-helper lymphocytes (185). Processing of antigen by macrophages 
may facilitate presentation by dendritic cells (see Lymphocytes in the 
Intestinal Mucosa, below). 
In the dome region between nodule and lymphoepithelium, B and T-
helper lymphocytes, macrophages, and la"*" dendritic cells are present; B 
cells predominate (53). T cytotoxic/suppressor cells are sparse (53). 
As a percentage of Ig-producing cells, IgA-positive cells are fewer in 
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the dome region versus lamina propria, while IgG-positive cells are at 
least five times as numerous in the dome (26). The percentage of IgG 
cells is greater in colonic "solitary follicles" than in ileal PPs (50% 
and 38%, respectively) (26). la"*" dendritic (veiled) cells are present 
within the lymphoepithelium proper (180). 
Lymphocyte subset composition of persistent GALT tissues varies 
with age in cattle and pigs (exclusive of the age-dependent regression 
of the continuous ileal patch; see GALT ^  a primary lymphoid tissue, 
below) (134, 151). In general, thé number of T lymphocytes increases 
and the number of B lymphocytes decreases with age. 
Lymphoepithelium As discussed by Bockman et al. (23), GALT 
shows enhanced ability for translocation of materials present in the 
lumen of the gut. Compared with absorptive epithelium, lymphoepithelia 
of appendix, Peyer's patch, and bursa of Fabricius preferentially 
transport bacteria and tracers (India ink, bovine gamma globulin, 
ferritin, peroxidase, and latex particles) (summarized in 8, 21). 
Unique microanatomy of GALT lymphoepithelium favors enhanced 
approximation of luminal particles or solutions and their subsequent 
uptake. Initially designated as follicle-associated epitheium or FAE, 
it typically features a simple, squamous to cuboidal or low columnar 
epithelial-cell layer and few or no goblet cells (22, 122). Plentiful, 
and often clustered, intraepithelial leukocytes give the FAE a 
disordered appearance and may be so numerous as to largely obscure 
native epithelial cells (11, 22, 125, 156). In embryonic bursae, uptake 
restricted to FAE occurs before development of distinctive FAE 
morphology (8), though lELs are present at this stage (22). 
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Nondegradative transepithelial transport of antigenic materials 
into and across GALT lymphoepithelia (with subsequent delivery to intra-
and subepithelial immunoreactive cells) (118) is the responsibility of a 
specialized lymphoepithelia! cell, the FAE cell (22) or M (for microfold 
or membranous) (125) cell (reviewed in 51, 132, 187). In summary, M 
cells may be distinguished from neighboring intestinal epithelial cells 
by one or more features: microvilli of variable number, diameter, 
length, and internal structure, or surface microfolds or pseudopodia; an 
attenuated apical cytoplasmic "membrane"; scant glycocalyx; reduced 
surface alkaline phosphatase or increased esterase activities; high 
cholesterol content and lipid to protein ratio of the apical cell 
membrane; poorly developed terminal web and approximation of cellular 
organelles such as mitochondria to the apical membrane; decreased 
number, volume fraction, and alkaline phosphatase content of lysosomes 
versus enterocytes (120); an extensive (especially apical) cytoplasmic 
tubulovesicular network and abundant rough endoplasmic reticulum and 
Golgi; a discontinuous basement membrane; and enclosure of lELs. 
Morphologic features and functional capacity (see below) of M cells vary 
with their degree of differentiation (33). M cells are generally 
considered to not express MHC class II antigens, and therefore to not 
serve as antigen-presenting cells for mucosal T lymphocytes (27). There 
may be exceptions though, as MHC class II antigen has been recently 
detected on non-diseased ileal M cells (63). la^ dendritic cells within 
the lymphoepithelium may be present in close association with M cells 
(180). 
M cells show a predilection for uptake and transport of a variety 
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of agents, introduced experimentally or present naturally. These 
include: macromolecules (11, 22, 112, 118, 175), carbon particles (22, 
111), latex microspheres (131), liposomes (41), viruses (43, 173, 186, 
189), bacteria (1, 55, 106, 123, 177), chlamydia (83), and 
Cryptosporidia (97), Some tracer materials are not taken up by FAE 
cells (e.g., sheep red blood cells); therefore, M cell endocytosis may 
be a selective process (111). Specific binding of tracers (e.g., 
lectins) to the M cell surface may greatly accelerate the rate of 
transport (50 fold) (112). Binding does not insure uptake however; 
coli strain RDEC-1 remains on the luminal surface despite selective 
adherence to M cells (73). Tracers may be carried as far as mesenteric 
lymph nodes or liver after entering through intestinal M cells (1, 175). 
In concert, these qualities characterize lymphoepithelium as an 
"antigen receptor" (122), an "afferent pathway" (175) to GALT, or a 
portal through which antigen can reach and sensitize GALT lymphocytes 
(84, 110, 118). A corollary to this productive and beneficial process 
is that lymphoepithelium and underlying lymphoid tissue might be 
subverted and utilized by pathogens as a route of entry into the body (a 
notion first documented by Kumagai in 1922, cited in 124). Conversely, 
injury localized to GALT might compromise the efficacy of ongoing immune 
surveilance (189). Nonspecific defense mechanisms, such as mucus 
production, a diffuse network of highly impermeable tight junctions 
between epithelial cells, and lysosome-secreting Paneth cells (127), are 
either absent or minimally present over GALT, rendering it more 
vulnerable to intrusion by injurious agents. 
Peyer's patch lymphoepithelium is particularly labile and 
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susceptible to enzyme-induced injury and the underlying basement 
membrane is widely fenestrated (133). Viruses may cause injury or 
depletion of M cells, either selectively or concurrently with other 
enterocytes (7, 30, 189). Salmonella typhimurium and Listeria 
monocytogenes enter, replicate within, and disseminate specifically from 
PPs (66, 96). Campylobacter jejuni adheres selectively to and is 
transported through M cells, possibly initiating subsequent bacteremia 
(177). A HeLa cell-invasive strain of typhi adheres preferentially 
to ileal M cells of mice and destroys them without entering the M cells 
(81). Tiny ulcers, the smallest (and likely, earliest) detectable 
lesions of Crohn's enterocolitis, occur along PP lymphoepithelium (148). 
Acute ulceration caused by Yersinia is similarly associated with ileal 
and colonic lymphoid tissue (148, 149). Indeed, appropriation of 
transport and evasion of transport (and thus immune stimulation) might 
both serve as positive virulence factors, depending on whether the 
ultimate destination of a pathogen is systemic infection or mucosal 
colonization, respectively (167). 
It should also be noted that FAE is not the only site, nor M cells 
the only route, for passage of bacteria or other materials across the 
epithelium of the gut (179). Resident bacteria cross non-FAE epithelium 
in the rabbit appendix (21). Intraepithelial lymphocytes encounter 
experimentally administered horseradish peroxidase tracer via 
necrobiotic enterocytes and small amounts are found in apical pits and 
vesicles of intact enterocytes (175). 
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Development of immune responses ^  6ALT 
Intermingling of T-helper cells, B cells, and la"*" dendritic cells 
at domes facilitates antigen processing/presentation at that site (53, 
168). The consequent "GC reaction" might provide for generation of B 
memory cells or amplification of virgin B cells (164). Findings of 
Butcher et al. (32) argue that the primary role of PP GCs is to provide 
for T cell-dependent proliferation and differentiation of B cells into 
plasma cell precursors and/or memory cells. Germinal center cells (the 
clearly proliferative component of GALT) are mostly B lymphocytes, and 
the majority produce and express surface IgA (32). Overall, though, 
these represent only approximately 15% of PP cells. 
Development of cell mediated immune responses at GALT has been 
studied far less than humoral reactions. Listeria monocytogenes enters 
and replicates focally at PPs and induces a delayed-hypersensitivity 
reaction which effectively controls secondary infection via macrophages 
at the patch (96). Systemic resistance develops as well, but lags 
behind the intestinal response (96). Reovirus-specific cytotoxic T 
cells, including memory cells, are generated concurrently with specific 
IgA-producing B cells after viral entry through the PP (92). 
Secretory-Ig response to luminal antigen occurs much faster in 
intestine containing PPs than if patches are not present (79). At the 
same time that feeding a substance leads to a positive local immune 
response, systemic tolerance is generated; antigen-specific suppressor 
cells develop which suppress antibody synthesis and cell-mediated 
responses (discussed in 14). This phenomenon, known as "oral 
tolerance," minimizes development of IgE, IgG, and delayed-type 
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hypersensitivity responses and thus lowers the likelihood of tissue-
damaging reactions to antigen crossing the mucosal barrier (27). 
Development of an effective vaccine against poliomyelitis demonstrated 
that both local and systemic immunity may develop after exposure of 
antigen to GALT (113, pp. 167-9). Again, antigen-specific serum IgG 
develops after local intestinal exposure to live shigella (79). 
Mayrhofer (98, pp. 68-72) has proposed a scheme for prediction of 
immune responses based on nature of antigen, route of absorption, 
association or not with accessory cells, and immune history of the host. 
Negative immune responses (local and systemic unresponsiveness) occur 
when antigen is soluble and first encounters lymphoid tissues via GALT. 
Particulate or lipophilic antigen, however, causes positive priming on 
entering through GALT. Positive responses develop if antigen (of 
whatever nature) penetrates non-GALT epithelium (for whatever reason). 
In a host sensitized by prior exposure, secreted IgA decreases the 
likelihood of antigen being absorbed. Upon entry through GALT, antigen 
of any kind will engender a positive response, probably because of the 
presence of sensitized (specific receptor-bearing) T and B lymphocytes 
in the GALT and trapping of antigen-antibody complexes which develop 
because of the presence of specific antibody. Trapping of such 
complexes on GC nodular dendritic cells in lymph nodes and presentation 
and processing of antigen to B and T lymphocytes is the basis of 
secondary systemic humoral responses (170), Forty percent of 
intraepithelial lymphocytes at FAE are T-helper lymphocytes (compared 
with 90% T-cytotoxic/suppressor lymphocytes at villous epithelium); this 
implies a relatively more positive immune reaction at FAE (26). Note 
that PP FAE does not express la antigen (99). Misregulated responses 
(e.g., imbalances between suppression and help, or the local production 
of antibody other than IgA) could well lead to damage of the mucosal 
surface or an inadequate response. 
Recirculating lymphocytes comprise two pools: one traversing 
peripheral lymph nodes and one passing through GALT (127). They are 
also separable as 1) small, mature, "virgin" (antigen-naive) cells, and 
2) immunoblasts (antigen-stimulated) (31). Presence of PPs during 
presentation of antigen to the intestinal mucosa is necessary for 
recruitment of circulating, previously sensitized lymphocytes and for 
their subsequent homing to the lamina propria of the intestine and 
differentiation into specific antibody-containing cells (52). The 
mechanism of this localization (HEV? antigen-dependent?) is not 
determined, but immunoblasts localize far more efficiently at gut lamina 
propria than do circulating small lymphocytes; both types localize 
comparably at the PP (31). As removal of patches results in a 
generalized decrease in IgA plasma cells in the intestine, it was 
concluded that absence of PPs causes two deficiencies: nonspecific loss 
of IgA precursors and failure of an effective antigen-presenting system 
at the gut mucosa (52). Presence of patches probably facilitates 
amplification of sensitized memory cell clones by daughter cells having 
a strong predilection for homing to the gut rather than by selective 
recruitment of memory cells originating from the intestine (animals in 
the cited experiment [52] were sensitized intraperitoneally). 
After proliferating in response to specific or "bystander" 
stimulation (see above), relatively immature memory B cells with high 
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potential for J chain expression disseminate from PP to mesenteric lymph 
node and home preferentially to gut lamina propria (26, 72). Both T and 
B lymphoblasts return to the lamina propria from the mesenteric lymph 
node. T cells disperse evenly in the laminia propria, but B cells 
congregate preferentially around crypts (14). Virgin B lymphocytes and 
T-helper cells localize preferentially at the PP compared with virgin T 
lymphocytes and T-cytotoxic/suppressor cells, respectively (31). On the 
other hand, immunoblasts localize in a "site-specific" manner, returning 
preferentially to the tissue where antigen was first encountered (31, 
142). Though migration is independent of the presence of the 
sensitizing antigen, intensity and duration of the response are 
increased by the presence of the antigen (72). Very recent study is 
beginnng to demonstrate differences in homing patterns, volumes, and 
rates, not only between distinct lymphoid tissues or lymphocyte subsets, 
but among "homogeneous" tissues (e.g., lymph nodes) based on organ 
association, tissue function/status, host age, "age" of the migrating 
cell, and relative dependency on lymphocyte surface proteins for 
emigration from the vessel (128). 
GALT ^  a primary lymphoid tissue 
Ileocecal Peyer's patches (IPPs) of lambs and calves demonstrate 
features which support a role as a primary (bursa-like) lymphoid organ: 
prenatal development with active lymphopoiesis; lack of postnatal 
acceleration in development upon encountering gut-derived antigen; 
progressive postnatal regression while jejunal patches (JPPs) persist; 
and, in comparison to jejunal patches, nodules are tall (deep) and 
active, and domes, coronas, and internodular regions are small and HEVs 
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scarce (85, 147). Ileal PPs and JPPs of young minipigs are 
histologically distinct too (151). The proximal 80% of the continuous 
ileal patch of the pig aTso undergoes early regression, and demonstrates 
a relatively low influx of circulating T lymphocytes and a low T-
lymphocyte content (17). The distinctive behavior of the two types of 
PPs seems inherent to the PP, as translocation of sheep IPP or JPP into 
jejunum or ileum, respectively, causes no change in their "lifespan," 
nor does the histology of translocated IPP of pigs differ from 
remaining, "orthotopic" tissue (146, 152). (See GALT in Pigs for more 
information.) 
Lymphocytes in the Intestinal Mucosa 
There are two compartments into which mucosal lymphocytes are 
distributed: between epithelial cells above the epithelial basement 
membrane; and within the connective tissues of the lamina propria. T-
lymphocytes are distributed in the intestinal mucosa in a characteristic 
pattern. Nearly all intraepithelial lymphocytes (lELs) are T cells 
(Table 1); very few are B cells (48), CD8-positive cells 
(cytotoxic/suppressor subset) are predominant among lELs, though numbers 
vary among species (84-87%, human; 57%, mouse [27, 47]) and site (ileum 
contains more than colon [64]). Eighty-five percent of human lELs and 
75% of rodent lELs are suppressor phenotype rather than cytotoxic, and 
many are blasts but lack other markers of activation (e.g.. Tac, MHC 
class II) (27, 48, 64). Murine CD8-positive (008"^) lELs develop 
cytolytic capacity after exposure to bacterial antigens, however (88). 
CD4-positive cells (helper/inducer subset) are more numerous than 
CD8"*" cells in the lamina propria (64-69%, human; Table 1) (27); neither 
Table 1. Ratios and relative numbers of mucosal T cells 
CD4 CD8 CD4:CD8 
lEL^ 6(l)d 11(6) 
20.5(10)f 
0.5(0.2). 
[0.3-0.8]® 
human 
human 
si 
d-j 
3 
16 
38 
6 
2(2.1) 13.1(6.9) 
0.69(1.1) 4.8(2.3) 
0.13(0.1) 
0.20(0.4) 
human 
human 
11 
col 
7 
10 
64 
64 
2.5(2.5)- 7.5(3.4)-
5.0(2.5)9 7.5(7.0)9 
0.33r 
0.66" human col 27 117 
lEL^ 12.6(2.6) 73.0(4.7) 0.17^ rat si 5 95 
57.4 
[47.5-72.2]® 
79 0.19^ 
mouse 
human 
si 
jej 
33? 
8 
47 
159 
73 0.16^ human col 5 160 
1.21 
1.34 
human 
human 
col^ 
col 
9 
7 
163 
163 
33(11) 13(6) 3.4(2.5) human si 3 38 
[1.5-7.0]® 
16.3(11) 32.3(13.7) 0.50^ rat si 6 95 
- - 2.2^ human jej 8 159 
24.8(3.7) 13.0(3.5) 2.0(0.6) human il 7 64 
19.0(5.9) 10.8(4.1) 1.9(0.6) human col 10 64 
50(8.9) 16(3.5) 3.1% human col^ 7 160 
- - 2.1" human col 9 160 
2.64 human col^ 10 163 
2.69 human col 7 163 
1.6(0.14)-
5(0.51) human col 27 117 
Small intestine (si), duodenal-jejunal junction (d-j), 
ileum.(il), colon (col), jejunum (jej). 
^ Number of individuals from which tissues were examined. 
J lEL as no. lymphocytes per 100 epithelial cells. 
° Mean (+/- SD). 
f [Range]. 
g Subsets undetermined. 
? Variance by region of colon; no difference near LGCs. 
. Calculated from reported CD4 and CDS values. 
. lEL as a percentage of total separated lELs. 
^ Per isolated lymphocytes; other values per in situ counts. 
LPLs: as percentage of propria! mononuclear cells. 
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the CD4 nor the CD8 subset is localized to a particular region within 
the lamina propria (e.g., pericryptal) (64). Ileal lamina propria 
contains proportionately more T cells and CD4-positive (€04"*") cells than 
does colonic lamina propria (64). The CD4:CD8 ratio among lamina-
propria lymphocytes (LPLs) or lELs is approximately constant between 
ileum and colon (64). Macrophages present in the lamina propria show 
diffuse cytoplasmic positivity with anti-CD4 antibodies (38), and 
despite being la"*", mediate suppressive responses while failing to 
stimulate the mixed leukocyte reaction (137). Lymphokines from mucosal 
T cells modulate expression of la antigen by epithelial cells and the 
production of IgA, IgM, and J chain by mucosal B cells (27). Findings 
by Smart et al. (163) show that isotype-specific T-helper cells are 
present in the colonic mucosa and that they are most abundant and 
maximally active in help for IgA synthesis (163). Help for IgM 
synthesis is not normally high but is available (inducible); little help 
for IgG synthesis is present or inducible (163). Speculated roles for 
mucosal CDS* cells include cytotoxicity for "altered" epithelial cells 
(e.g., expressing viral antigen) and anti-parasitic activity; CD4* cells 
provide help for B cells, T cytotoxic/suppressor cells, and cell-
mediated immune responses (38). 
Quantification of mucosal T lymphocytes and T-cell subsets supports 
the predominance of T cells among lELs, of CDS* cells among lEL T cells, 
and of CD4* cells among LPLs (Table 1). It appears that suppressive 
responses may be dominant under normal circumstances, unless processed 
antigen stimulates a previously sensitized combination of T-helper cells 
and B cells beneath the epithelium to promote production of specific Ig. 
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Cytolytic capacity of lELs is inducible and available if necessary. 
Potential exists for cytotoxic, suppressive, and cell-mediated responses 
in the lamina propria. Simple generalizations are confounded, however, 
by the variability of findings between individuals and between methods, 
and by the inherently complex range of interactions between the cell 
types involved. Thus, the findings in a given individual are difficult 
to interpret, but mean values of groups may help in understanding 
pathophysiologic mechanisms. Differences may occur between anatomical 
regions of gut and even more between different species of animals (note, 
for example, the low CD4:CD8 ratio for LPLs in small intestine of rats. 
Table 1). 
In disease, these numbers and ratios of cells may be altered. 
Compared with normal controls, people with inflammatory bowel disease 
had fewer ileal CDS* lELs (and overall fewer lEL T cells) but an 
increased ileal lEL CD4:CD8 ratio (64). In contrast, colonic lEL number 
and CD4:CD8 ratio did not differ from normal. Intraepithelial 
lymphocytes are increased in other intestinal diseases (sprue), or may 
show no change in number (Whipples's disease) or CD4 and CDS proportions 
(adult coeliac disease, 48, 159). In another study, proportions of T 
lymphocyte subsets (lELs and LPLs) were unchanged in colon in 
inflammatory bowel disease, though the overall numbers of lymphocytes 
and T cells were increased two to three fold (160). The LPL CD4:CD8 
ratio was lower in coeliac disease patients (159). 
IgA-producing B lymphocytes are the major B-cell isotype present in 
the gut mucosa, but reported values vary between studies. In the human, 
they represent 90% and 80% respectively, of Ig-producing cells in the 
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colon and upper small intestine (27). Plasma cells in the lamina 
propria bear IgA, IgM, or IgG in a ratio of 20:3:1 (48). A recent study 
found no difference in the proportions of isotype-specific cells between 
six different regions of large intestine; percentages of cells bearing 
IgA, IgM, IgD, IgG, and IgE were 75.9, 8.5, 7.3, 5.8, and 2.5, 
respectively (40). IgM-producing cells are relatively more common in 
the duodenum (approximately 20%); nearly all IgA- and IgM-producing 
cells are J-chain producers (necessary for epithelial transport of sIgA 
and sIgM) (27). In the human, Ig-containing cells are concentrated at 
the base of villi in the small intestine, but luminally in the colon 
(25). Both T cell-derived gamma interferon and macrophage-derived tumor 
necrosis factor alpha stimulate increased expression of SC by epithelial 
cells (implying increased IgA and IgM transport capacity) (27). 
B cells in lamina propria distant to PPs are relatively less mature 
than those retained locally to mature in the dome region, as evidenced 
by a higher level of J chain expression (26). This might reflect a 
higher ongoing degree of antigenic stimulation occurring in the dome 
relative to other lamina propria, as was suggested to explain the lower 
level of J chain expression in the palatine tonsil compared with 
mesenteric lymph nodes (tonsillar crypts favoring more persistent 
antigen stimulation) (26). This is in concert with the greater amount 
of antigen traffic occurring across the FAE. Similarly, investigators 
finding locally increased numbers of IgG-bearing cells immediately 
adjacent to or in the outer layers of a majority of lymphoid nodules in 
small and large intestine argue that their presence reflects local, in 
situ maturation (40). It has been noted above that IgG-bearing cells 
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heavily outnumber IgA-bearing cells in PP domes and colonic lymphoid 
nodules. The significance of this mechanism for local maturation and 
differentiation for IgG production is unclear. 
Epithelial cells contain no intracellular IgG, though small amounts 
may be present between cells (interstitially) or in goblet cells (25). 
IgG is more prevalent than either IgA or IgM in the interstitium of the 
lamina propria (25). Intracellular IgA is abundant in crypt epithelial 
cells, especially at the apical margin, but also along lateral cell 
borders in association with SC; little or none is contained within 
surface (colon) or villous epithelial cells (25). The distribution of 
IgM in epithelial cells mirrors that of IgA (25). Secretory component 
is not produced by mature villous epithelial cells, but is present in 
surface epithelium of the colon (25). It is not present in the dome 
epithelium of the rabbit appendix (153) or the FAE of the human PP (26). 
Secretory component and IgA are similarly localized in epithelial cells 
of Brunner's glands (25). In contrast to mucosal glands, cells lining 
epithelial diverticula in canine colonic lymphoglandular complexes 
contain no IgA (IgM and IgG are present in neither site) (5). 
Though fully differentiated small intestinal epithelial cells 
(except M cells) carry MHC class II markers, large intestinal epithelial 
cells do not unless the colon is inflamed (19, 27, 64). It is 
postulated that the expression may serve two purposes: 1) antigen 
presentation to T cells, and 2) serving as an "immunological molecular 
sieve" for luminal antigens (i.e., genetically determined affinities for 
certain antigens only) (19). Recent demonstration that class II 
molecules are associated with lysosomes, multivesicular bodies, and 
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basolateral cell membranes (but not the brush border) of jejunal 
enterocytes supports the notion that enterocytes may present processed 
antigen (100). Others found la antigen on enterocyte and M cell 
microvilli (63). All epithelial cells generally express MHC class I 
markers. 
Brandtzaeg et al, (27) have developed a summary scheme of 
regulatory events and interactions operative at effector surfaces. In 
brief, luminal antigen is processed, either by epithelial cells (see 19, 
100) or subepithelial macrophages, before being presented to CD4* LPLs 
by la^ proprial dendritic cells. Further activation of primed CD4* 
cells results in production of cytokines (e.g., gamma interferon) which 
"influence" CDS* lELs/LPLs, stimulate SC expression by associated 
epithelial cells, and in concert with epithelial cell-derived factors, 
promote secretion of Ig by B cells. CDS"*" lELs, activated by cytokines 
or antigen expression on epithelial cells (see 19), are capable of both 
antigen-specific and nonspecific suppression of immune responses. 
Interdependency of lymphocytes and epithelium in both the afferent and 
effector limbs of mucosal immunity is emphasized (19, 27). 
GALT in the Large Intestine 
Organized lymphoepithelial complexes in the large intestine have 
been described in a number of different animals, but have only recently 
begun to receive attention as significant and parallel counterparts to 
the heavily studied Peyer's patch, appendix, and tonsil. Species in 
which they have been reported include cats (61), cattle (61, 89-91, 126, 
134, 150), chickens (57), dogs (5, 61), the Australian echidna (157), 
guinea pigs and horses (86, Retterer [1892], cited in 150), humans (49, 
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75, 78, 87, 116, 117), Australian marsupial mice (144), mice (122, 138), 
pigs (18, 50, 54, 61, 74, 80, 107, 109, 154), rats (20, 45), sheep (61), 
and subhuman primates (Orth [1901], cited in 54). 
Known by a variety of names (e.g., cecal/colonic Peyer's patch 
[134], cecal tonsil/patch [57, 122], colonic lymphoid patch [20], 
"lymphatic intestinal crypt" [61], lymphoepithelial gland [157], 
lymphoglandular complex [5, 91, 107, 116], propria nodule [91], proximal 
colonic lymphoid tissue [45, 138], submucosal flask-shaped gland [80], 
submucosal gland [150]), these structures have shown organization, 
compartmentalization, and segregation of component lymphocyte subsets, 
whenever investigated, compatible with other, more frequently evaluated 
forms of GALT. 
M cells, as defined by "classic" ultrastructural morphology or 
uptake of tracer, were found in some of the above-listed studies (75, 
90, 116, 122, 126). Less typical, M cell-like cells were found in 
others (20, 109, 154). In the remaining three studies in which electron 
microscopy was used (5, 57, 157), M cells were either not found (57) or 
were not defined as such, though suggestive cells are present in 
illustrations of lymphoepithelium (5, 157). FAE-like lymphoepithelium 
is depicted or described by light microscopy in other reports (45, 57, 
134, 138, 144, 157). Preferential uptake of intraluminally instilled 
ferritin by M cells occurred in bovine colonic propria nodules and 
lymphoglandular complexes (126). Ferritin-India ink tracer adsorbed 
selectively to rat colonic lymphoid patch FAE and M cell-like cells 
( 2 0 ) .  
Analysis of lymphocellular composition and localization for colonic 
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GALT is very limited; one report each is available for humans, mice, 
cattle, and rats (45, 117, 134, 138). In human lymphoglandular 
complexes (LGCs) (117), zones of B and T lymphocytes (nodules and 
extranodular areas, respectively) were present, T-helper cells were 
present within nodules, and both T-helper and T-suppressor lymphocytes 
comprised the T dependent areas. Rectal LGCs differed from LGCs from 
ascending, transverse, and descending colon in that the B celltT cell 
ratio (determined by in situ counts) was 1.93 (SD 0.05) as opposed to 
approximately 1.0 in other areas. The Leu 3a:Leu 2a (CD4:CD8) ratio in 
T-dependent areas ranged from 5.61 (SD 0.41) to 3.07 (SD 0.34) in upper 
colon to only 2.25 (SD 0.31) in the rectum. Cells bearing IgA and IgM 
were present in nodules and often scattered throughout the complex. 
Cells bearing IgD and IgM were present at the periphery of nodules or in 
the mantle of GCs (only 1% of human LGCs contain GCs [116]). 
Intercellular IgA and IgM (bound to dendritic cells?) were abundant in 
GCs. 
Colonic and cecal GALT of cattle resemble discrete Peyer's patches 
of the small intestine (JPPs) in that they persist throughout life, 
reacting positively to antigenic stimulation, and are composed of 
comparably distributed and proportioned T lymphocyte subsets (134). 
Nodules, internodular areas, and a dome area are present. In cows, 
relative to calves, both helper and cytotoxic T cell subsets are 
increased in follicles and domes, while proportions are similar in 
interfollicular areas. CD4* cells are concentrated along the luminal 
margin of nodules. The CD4:CD8 ratio for "colonic Peyer's patches" of 
cows is approximately 1:1 (22%:20%), as determined from percentages of 
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suspended isolated cells; 14% of the cells are null cells and 43% 
carried sIgM. In calves, values for the same cell types are 9%, 11%, 
9%, and 51%, respectively. 
Lymphocytes of the proximal colonic lymphoid tissue in mice and 
rats differ from those in other GALT in that they are steroid sensitive, 
suggesting that they are immature (45, 138). They also contain fewer 
GCs compared to PPs and distal colonic lymphoid tissue and the authors 
suggest similarity with primary lymphoid tissue such as the thymus and 
bursa of Fabricius. By in situ staining, the majority of cells within 
the nodule are B lymphocytes bearing IgM; only scattered cells were 
positive for IgA (138). Limited peripheral T cell areas contained a 
substantial fraction of T cytotoxic/suppressor cells (138). 
As discussed by O'Leary and Sweeney (116) and Jacob et al. (75), 
LGCs in the colon of humans may be integral to the pathogenesis of 
regional diseases such as colitis cystica profunda, Crohn's disease, 
ulcerative colitis, diverticulosis, microscopic colonic adenomata. 
Yersinia colitis, and colonic tuberculosis, or they might serve as sites 
of infection for hepatitis B and human immunodeficiency viruses. 
GALT in Pigs 
Investigation of intestinal immune mechanisms in pigs is important 
because pigs represent a significant source of food for humans, because 
swine husbandry is a major economic concern in many countries, and 
because the pig is an important animal model for biomedical research. 
Organized lymphoid tissue 
The PP of the small intestine has been by far the most extensively 
studied GALT form; the pharyngeal tonsil (182) and colonic 
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lymphoglandular complex (109) have received limited attention. Some 
information pertaining to GALT of pigs has been included in the general 
review of GALT above. 
Results of several studies show that the mean number of PP present 
between 2 weeks and one year of age varies between 21 and 28, that the 
frequency of individual PPs is greatest in the duodenum, and that the 
relative area of mucosal surface comprised by PPs is greatest in the 
ileum (approximately 75%) (42, 74, 151, 154). Peyer's patches in the 
minipig (ileal and jejunal) are of constant length and location from 2 
to 12 months of age (i.e., new patches do not appear, nor do they 
disappear once present) (151). Number of PPs does not change between 20 
days before birth to 10 days after birth (154). 
Features of the continuous IPP in minipigs (151, 152) and an inbred, 
laboratory breed (17) which distinguish it from other PPs have been 
described (see GALT as a primary lymphoid tissue, above). Findings from 
outbred domestic pigs are less supportive of the distinction (130). A 
continuous ileal patch is present, and in contrast to JPPs, it does 
regress with age and number of nodules within the IPP increases between 
1 and 33 days of age (130). However, lymphocyte proliferation within 
all PP lymphoid nodules increases markedly with age and exposure to gut 
microbes, there are no differences in lymphocytopoietic activity between 
IPPs and JPPs, and histologic dissimilarity between the IPP and JPPs is 
not evident (130). Interestingly, the terminal portion of the IPP is 
similar to JPPs histologically and regarding lymphocyte migration (17), 
though lymphocellular content is comparable to the rest of the IPP 
(151). Neither resection nor translocation (to the jejunum) of the IPP 
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causes compensatory change in the number or length (individually or 
collectively) of remaining JPPs, but both procedures caused alteration 
of the lymphocellular composition of several other lymphoid tissues of 
the body, indicating that the IPP plays a role in supply of lymphocytes 
to many (all?) lymphoid tissues (152). Thus, the IPP in pigs is in some 
ways unique and distinct from JPPs, probably sharing the "primary 
lymphoid tissue-like" quality of the IPP of young ruminants. At the 
same time, it shares features (and presumably, functions) with JPPs. 
In the large intestine, submucosal lymphoglandular complexes (LGCs) 
are scattered along the length and width of the colon in all but the 
proximal 7-12%, where few or none are present (74, 109, 154); they are 
also scarce in the cecum (74, 107). Whereas total number of LGCs varied 
little between 5 and 13 weeks of age (74, 109), they apparently increase 
in number between 20 days before birth to 3 weeks after (74, 154). 
Gross evaluations, however, especially in very young intestine, may well 
have missed microscopic precursor lymphocytic aggregates even though 
present, a situation known to occur in even younger unborn piglets in 
trying to identify very early PPs (39). Though most numerous on a per 
area basis from the ansa centralis into the descending colon in pigs 5 
weeks of age or younger (45, 154), they become evenly distributed by 13 
weeks of age (109), possibly due to relatively greater increase in 
length and width of that region of colon compared to the ascending 
colon. 
Recent histologic characterization of the LGC has improved little 
over the original depiction by Klein (1878), who termed them submucosal 
"flask-shaped glands" (80) (Fig. 4). As described by Morfitt (107): 
"Flask-shaped glands" (lymphoglandular complexes) as depicted 
by Klein (80). According to his description, they are 
"...gland[s] of submucous tissue of colon surrounded by 
enlarged lymph-foilicle[s]." The lymph-follicle "...consists 
of diffused adenoid tissue in which a sub-division into more 
or less well-defined smaller follicles (1) may be observed" 
and show "...a common duct or neck, into which open numerous 
Lieberkukn's crypts...". 
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The LGC consists of a well demarcated and partially encapsulated 
lymphocytic aggregate located largely within the tela submucosa of 
the colon wall. Variable numbers of lymphatic nodules with 
germinal centers and coronas of small lymphocytes are included. A 
circular gap in the muscularis mucosae, usually indicated by a 
central pore-like depression of the surface epithelium, permits 
extensions of mucosal glands to penetrate the internodular 
lymphocytic tissue beneath. The epithelial diverticula spread 
radially from the pore. They extend to variable depths, 
occasionally branch, and usually have dilated extremities. Goblet 
cells and cuboidal to columnar non-mucus cells comprise the 
epithelium and intraepithelial leukocytes, singly and in clusters, 
multifocally disrupt the otherwise orderly epithelium. 
Thus, histologic conformation of the LGC is comparable to the PP in 
that nodules, germinal centers, mantles, internodular areas, and 
peridiverticular areas (essentially equivalent to domes of PPs; see 
[134]) are all present. Lymphoglandular complexes differ from PPs in 
that the majority of the lymphoepithelial surface is sequestered at a 
deep proprial or submucosal level of the gut wall, distant from the 
lumen of the colon. A distinctive form, the "dome" type (109) or 
propria nodule (154), with aggregate lymphocytic tissue continuing 
through the lamina propria, has lymphoepithelium along or close to the 
lumen, but is relatively infrequently present after birth (109, 154). 
Follicle-associated epithelium is patchy in distribution, and M cells or 
M-like cells are interspersed among a variety of other intestinal 
epithelial cell types (107, 109). 
M cells of porcine GALT (42, 43, 107, 109, 154, 172), whether in 
the small or large intestine, are characterized ultrastructurally by 
variably modified apical plasma membranes. Some have few microvilli of 
any size or blunted psuedopod-like projections. Others have short, few, 
and irregularly oriented microvilli with scant core filaments, and still 
others have tall, coarse, or branching microvilli with long core 
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filaments. Microvillous glycocalyx is often abundant. Apical 
tubulovesicular network is prominent in some, but not all; it may 
contain many membranous spherules. Lateral membranes are heavily 
interdigitated, and association with lELs is typical. Peyer's patch FAE 
is ultrastructurally similar in IPP and JPP of 8-week-old pigs (7). On 
the basis of morphology, the LGC would appear to function in parallel 
with the PP. 
Porcine M cells can be infected by enteric coronavirus, adenovirus, 
and rotavirus (30, 43). Experimentally, PP M cells have been shown (as 
a rare event) to endocytose and transport to the intercellular space, 
liposomes and 3.2-um latex beads (29; R. A. Moxley, Dept. Vet. Sci., 
Univ. Nebraska, Lincoln, personal communication). Horseradish 
peroxidase is carried preferentially by M cells into and across the FAE 
of PPs of the small intestine (44). 
In situ immunohistochemical localization of lymphocyte subsets in 
sections of PP shows approximately half of pan-T-labeled cells from T-
dependent areas to be labeled for each of the CD4 and CDS subsets (76). 
Jejunal "lymphoid follicles" stain diffusely for both IgM and la antigen 
in 2-day-old and adult minipigs (67). IgM-positive cells were most 
plentiful in the dome and at the "base" of PPs in 4-week-old pigs (3). 
Again, in 3- to 24-month-old pigs, IgA-, IgG-, and IgM-positive cells 
were located primarily at domes and between bases of nodules; few 
positive cells of any isotype were present within nodules, though a 
reticulate interstitial pattern was evident (28). 
Few studies have addressed the lymphocellular composition of GALT 
tissues in the pig. An early study indicated ratios of 5:1 and 4:1, for 
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IgM- to IgA-positive cells, in "anterior" (duodenal) and "posterior" 
(presumably ileal) PPs, respectively, in the small intestine of 4-week-
old pigs (3). Table 2 summarizes other reported results. 
TABLE 2. Lymphocyte subset content of porcine GALT 
Subset IPP JPP 
reference 17 151 17 151 
age (mo.) 
n 
3-8 
2 
1.5 
5 
3-8 
2 
1.5 
5 
T,CD2 
JO in
 
00 
6.3(1.3) 32.5 45.4(2.9) 
CD4 3.4(0.8) 22.9(4.1) 
CDS 2.5(0.8) 20.2(4.0) 
CD4/CD8 1.6 1.3 
B 36 63.1(7.8) 39.5 46.4(4.8) 
Null 55.5 32 28 9 
u Number of pigs studied. 
° %(SD). 
Cells co-positive for CD4 and CDS increase in number in PPs of 
older pigs (151), Between 1.5 and 12 months of age, the CD4:CD8 ratio 
decreases from 1.6 to 0.7 and from 1.3 to 0.9 in IPP and JPP, 
respectively (151). 
Colonic L6Cs in disease Lymphoglandular complexes in the colon 
of the pig undergo pronounced morphologic alteration in a number of 
disease states. A common presentation is "cystic dilatation" of 
diverticula, such that the interior of the complex presents as an 
expanded space, generally filled with mucin, inflammatory exudate, or 
cellular debris. The lymphocytic component may show pronounced atrophy 
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(depletion), and the epithelium will likely develop early depletion and 
later hyperplasia of goblet cells. Ulceration may occur as well. 
Examples of diseases associated with lesions in LGCs include niacin 
deficiency (50); swine dysentery caused by Treponema hyodysenteriae (54, 
107); diarrhea of unknown cause (181); balantidiosis, salmonellosis, and 
campylobacterosis (J. F. Pohlenz, Institut fdr Pathologie, Tierârztliche 
Hochschule Hannover, personal communication); and most likely (L. D. 
Miller, Dept. Vet. Pathology, Iowa State Univ., personal communication), 
hog cholera (80). 
Lymphocytes and immunoglobins in ^  intestinal mucosa 
Immunoglobulin A first appears in small intestinal crypt epithelium 
at 10 days of age; by 15 days of age the distribution matches that of 
older pigs where IgA and IgM are present in most, but not all, crypts in 
the apical cytoplasm of crypt epithelial cells (2, 3, 28, 67). 
Immunoglobulin A and IgM are co-transported by crypt epithelial cells 
(3) while villous epithelial cells contain neither IgA nor IgM (28). 
Immunoglobulin G is absent from both crypt and villous epithelium (28). 
Secretory component is uniformly present in the apex of all crypt 
epithelial cells, but absent from villous enterocytes (2). At all 
levels of large intestine, "crypt" epithelial cells stain for IgA and 
IgM, but not for IgG (28). Therefore, IgA, IgM, and SC co-localize in 
less-differentiated crypt enterocytes, the same epithelial compartment 
active in fluid and electrolyte secretion. 
IgM-bearing cells are not present in the lamina propria of the 
jejunum at two days of age (67). In older pigs, IgA- and IgM-containing 
lymphocytes are concentrated in intracryptal lamina propria; very few 
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(IgA < IgM) to none are present within a villus (2, 3, 28, 67). IgG-
positive cells ("considerable in number") are similarly distributed, but 
appear fewer than either of the other two isotypes (28). 
Immunoglobulin A, IgG, and IgM plasma cells can all be found around 
alveoli of Brunner's glands in the duodenum (28). In large intestine of 
older pigs, cells containing all 3 Ig isotypes are present throughout 
the lamina propria (IgG cells are fewest) (28). Cells producing 
secretory Ig thus localize to those levels of the mucosa where secretion 
of Ig by epithelial cells occurs. 
In neonate and eight of nine 4-week-old pigs, IgM bearing-LPLs 
outnumbered those carrying IgA (3, 143); in pigs 3 months of age and 
older, IgA-bearing cells are most numerous (28). Duodenum contains from 
7-10 and 11-20 times the number of IgA- and/or IgM-bearing cells as do 
the jejunum and ileum, respectively (2, 3). Table 3 lists proportions 
of T and B lymphocytes and T-cell subsets according to another study. 
TABLE 3. Lymphocytes (%) in intestinal mucosa of pigs (155)* 
Subsets lEL LPL 
T 83 76 
CD4 16 59 
CD8 84 41 
CD4/CD8 0.14 1.4 
B 17 24 
*Per analysis of separated cell suspensions. From Table 5, Salmon, 
1987 (155). 
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With respect to generation of immune responses from GALT, pigs are 
unique in that lymphocytes flowing from the intestine enter the blood 
system for recirculation at the level of the mesenteric lymph node 
rather than via the thoracic duct (10). Compared to sheep, far fewer 
lymphocytes are retained at the level of the mesenteric lymph node (10). 
Null cells are selectively retained at the mesenteric lymph node, 
however, and do not recirculate (129). Both small recirculating 
lymphocytes and newly formed blasts travel back to the intestine (9). 
Compared to lELs from mice (and more strikingly, to those from man 
and rats), lELs from small and large intestine of domestic pigs show a 
strong response to T-cell mitogens beginning at 7 weeks of age and 
attaining maximal levels by 9 weeks of age (183). Weaning at 3 weeks of 
age delays the response by 3 weeks (183). Lack of response at early 
ages and with early weaning is notable in view of the seriousness of 
infectious enteric diarrheal disease in nursing pigs and, as the authors 
suggest (183), in light of dietary hypersensitivity as a contributing 
factor to post-weaning diarrhea (103-105). While in one study swine 
lELs showed marked spontaneous cytolytic activity against PK-15 cells 
infected with transmissible gastroenteritis virus (37), in another they 
showed no spontaneous cytotoxicity against P815 cells, but could be 
induced to kill by addition of PHA (184). The lELs lacked natural-
killer (NK) activity (184). 
An expanding panel of monoclonal antibodies reactive with porcine 
lymphocyte subsets and Igs is available (93, 135). 
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DISTRIBUTION OF T AND B LYMPHOCYTES AND IMMUNOGLOBULINS 
A, G, AND M IN MUCOSA OF PIG INTESTINE 
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ABSTRACT 
Immunohistochemistry and lymphocyte subset-specific monoclonal 
antibodies were used to assess the distribution of T and B lymphocytes 
and immunoglobulins (Ig) A, 6, and M in the mucosa of small and large 
intestine (colon) of 6 to 9-week-old pigs. B cells bearing IgA and IgM 
were restricted to, and plentiful within, pericryptal lamina propria; 
IgG"*" cells were uncommon. B cells were rare in the epithelial layer. 
Immunoglobulin A and IgM were uniformly present in the apical cytoplasm 
of crypt epithelial cells (co-transported), but IgG was not found within 
epithelial cells. T cells were quantified as separate populations of 
intraepithelial lymphocytes (lELs) and lamina propria lymphocytes (LPLs) 
and results were analyzed by ANOVA. Nearly all lELs were T-
cytotoxic/suppressor (CDS*) cells and lELs were 2-3 times as numerous in 
small intestine as in colon. CD4* LPLs were twice as numerous as CD8* 
LPLs in both small intestine and colon. Taken together, CD4* and CDS* 
LPLs were 22% more numerous in the small intestine than in the colon. 
Both subsets were dispersed randomly through the lamina propria. 
Intestinal lymphocytes of pigs were distributed similarly to those of 
humans. Baseline data are presented from which to evaluate disease- and 
age-associated and experimentally induced changes in lymphocyte 
populations in intestine of pigs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Altered numbers or proportions of mucosal lymphocytes are evident 
in many diseases of the gastrointestinal tract (64, 159, 160). Less 
clear is whether such changes represent the underlying cause of the 
disease, or if they reflect host defense mechanisms operating to restore 
tissue homeostasis. Appreciation of such changes is hampered by limited 
understanding of what constitutes "normal" in health. Inability to 
accurately identify, and thereby localize or quantify, lymphocytes of 
specific subtypes within particular anatomic compartments of the 
intestine has, until recently, precluded investigation of in situ 
distribution patterns. 
Distribution of IgA-, IgG-, and IgM-producing lymphocytes, as well 
as free, membrane-bound, or epithelially transported Ig has been 
described in human (25) and porcine intestinal mucosa (28). T-helper 
and T-suppressor lymphocytes have been localized and quantified in situ 
in human small intestine and colon (38, 64, 159, 160, 163) and as 
relative percentages in villous lamina propria and epithelium of porcine 
duodenum (155). 
Based on analysis of separated-cell suspensions, Salmon (155) 
reported that 83% of intraepithelial lymphocytes from the duodenum of 
pigs are T cells, and that 84% of those were of the T-suppressor 
phenotype. Of lymphocytes in the lamina propria, 76% were T cells, with 
59% of these T-helper cells (155). 
The intent of this study was to determine the distribution of B and 
T lymphocyte subsets and epithelially transported Ig in the mucosa of 
small and large intestine of conventional domestic pigs. Monoclonal 
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antibodies specific for porcine IgA, IgG, and IgM, and for porcine T 
lymphocytes (pan T) and T-helper (CD4*) and T-cytoxic/suppressor (CD8*) 
subsets, were used with enzyme immunohistochemistry on plastic-embedded 
and frozen sections. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Animals and Tissue Processing 
Specimens of duodenum, jejunum, ileum, and spiral colon were 
collected from three domestic pigs either surgically or immediately 
after euthanasia. Pigs were 8-9 weeks old and derived from unrelated 
sources. Tissues were held in chilled (4°C) tissue culture medium 
(RPMI-1640, Sigma, St. Louis) until trimmed. 
For preparation of frozen blocks, trimmed segments were embedded in 
O.C.T. Compound (Tissue-Tek, Miles Scientific, Naperville IL), frozen in 
liquid nitrogen, and sectioned immediately or stored at -70°C until 
needed. Five-micrometer cryostat sections were collected onto poly-L-
lysine-coated glass slides, fixed for 10 min in acetone, and let stand 
to dry. Slides not used immediately were stored at -20°C. 
Plastic blocks were prepared by the method of Casey et al. (36) 
using the JB4 Embedding Kit (Polysciences, Warrington PA). After 
trimming tissues in late afternoon, tissue specimens were placed in cold 
(4°C) acetone and held overnight at -20°C. The following morning, fixed 
specimens were trimmed further, if needed (under a dissecting microscope 
while submersed in acetone), and infiltrated in a cold (4°C) solution of 
glycolmethacrylate (GMA) monomer (Solution A) and 5% methyl benzoate. 
After 5-6 h, the specimens were embedded in a solution of 30 ml GMA 
monomer, 0.09 g benzoyl peroxide (catalyst), and 0.625 ml N,N-
dimethylaniline/polyethylene glcol 400 (Solution B, accelerator). Molds 
were topped with plastic block holders (Polysciences), sealed with 
paraffin to exclude air, and allowed to polymerize overnight at 4°C. 
Two-micrometer sections were collected onto acid-cleaned slides; uncut 
blocks were stored at -20°C until needed. Cut sections were allowed to 
dry overnight at room temperature before use; extra sections were stored 
at room temperature. 
Immunohistochemistry 
Tris buffer, phosphate buffered saline, and acetate-buffered 3-
amino-g-ethylcarbazole-formamide/HgOg chromagen substrate (AEG) were 
prepared according to Bourne (24). A Tris buffer/phosphate buffered 
saline diluent (T/PBS) was used as a 1:9 solution. Reactions were 
carried out at room temperature, and washes were done with Tris buffer, 
unless otherwise specified. Plastic-embedded sections were used for 
anti-Ig staining because of the superior tissue morphology and accurate 
localization of antigen (i.e., Ig). Staining for T-lymphocyte subsets 
was carried out on frozen sections, as specific staining could not be 
obtained on plastic-embedded sections. 
Frozen sections 
Dried sections were rehydrated in Tris buffer for 5 min and blocked 
with 1:100 normal equine serum for 30 min. Monoclonal antibodies (Table 
1) diluted in T/PBS were applied for 60 min. Sections were washed 
twice. Biotinylated horse anti-mouse antibody (Vector, Burlingame, CA), 
diluted 1:200 with T/PBS and absorbed (liquid phase) with 8-10% normal 
swine serum, was applied for 30 min. After washing twice, peroxidase-
labeled streptavidin (BioGenex, San Ramon, CA), diluted 1:200 in T/PBS, 
was applied for 40 min; sections were washed twice. Chromagen (AEC) was 
applied for 10 min. Sections were washed with water and counterstained 
with Gill's hematoxylin. 
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TABLE 1, Primary monoclonal antibodies 
Specificity Designation (Source) Isotype Working dilution 
porcine CD4 74-12-4 (139) 
HB147 (ATCC) 
IgG2b 1:400-1:800 
porcine CDS 76-2-11 (139) 
HB143 (ATCC) 
IgG2a 1:400-1:800 
porcine IgA 3D11 (135) IgGl 1:60X10^-1:80X10^ 
porcine IgG 3H2 (135) IgGl 1:10X10^-1:20X10^ 
porcine IgM lAll (136) IgGl 1:2X10^-1:3X10^ 
Plastic sections 
Sections were rehydrated in Tris buffer for 15 min, etched with 
0.1% trypsin for 5 min at 37°C, and washed twice (2X wash). Three 
percent HgOg was applied for 5 min, followed by 2X wash. Normal horse 
serum, 1:20 in T/PBS, was applied as a blocking serum for 30 min at 
37°C. Monoclonal antibodies (Table 1) diluted with T/PBS were applied 
for 2 h at 37°C, followed by 2X wash. Secondary antibody (see above) 
was applied for 1 hr at 37°C, followed by 2X wash. Streptavidin-
peroxidase (see above), was applied for 40 min at 37°C, followed by 2X 
wash. Chromagen (AEC) was applied for 20 min at 37°C. Sections were 
counterstained with Gill's hematoxylin after washing in water. 
Immunohistochemistry controls included substitution of Tris buffer 
for primary antibodies; negative tissues (non porcine intestine); and 
known tissue positives (porcine thymus and lymph nodes). In addition, 
since the two T-subset and three Ig-isotype monoclonals were of like 
isotype (IgG2 and IgGl, respectively), they served effectively as 
isotype controls against one another within their groups. 
T-Lymphocyte Subset Enumeration 
The method of Hirata et al. (64) was used for quantitation of 
mucosal CD4- and CD8-positive cells. Positively stained cells 
(discounting those with diffuse, smudged cytoplasmic reaction) were 
evaluated at 400X magnification in areas where the mucosa was oriented 
perpendicularly to the plane of section and where section integrity was 
maximal. Labeled intraepithelial lymphocytes (lELs) were counted 
relative to villous, surface, and crypt epithelial cells. Labeled 
lamina propria lymphocytes (LPLs) were counted relative to nonreactive 
mononuclear cells within the lamina propria. A minimum of 500 
epithelial cells or mononuclear cells in the lamina propria were counted 
on a given section. Stromal cells and granulated leukocytes were 
omitted from the count if recognized. An ocular grid (Olympus, Japan) 
was used as an aid for counting LPLs. Cell counts were analyzed in a 
split-plot design using analysis of variance (ANOVA), and means from 
individual pigs or separate intestines or cell types were compared by 
least significant differences of means (LSD). 
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RESULTS 
Epithel ium-Associated Imtnunoglobul in 
IgA and IgM were similarly distributed in epithelial cells in both 
the small intestine and colon (Figs. 1 and 2). Crypt epithelial cells 
stained most intensely in apical cytoplasm, and in diminishing amounts 
moving toward the base of the cell. Villous epithelium was largely 
negative. In one pig, IgA was detected at the base of duodenal villi. 
Lymphoepithelial cells in a duodenal Peyer's patch were either strongly 
positive or negative for IgA along their microvillous border but very 
little IgA was detected inside the cells. Rarely, lELs were positive 
for either IgA or IgM. Submucosal (Brunner's) gland epithelial cells 
generally contained IgA, and less often, IgM. In the lower one half to 
two thirds of colonic mucosal glands, epithelial cells contained both 
IgA and IgM, again concentrated at apical cytoplasm. Epithelial cell 
cytoplasm was negative for IgG at all sites examined, though small 
amounts of IgG were occasionally present along lateral membranes or in 
intercellular space (Fig. 3). 
Immunoglobulin-Positive Lymphocytes 
Lymphocytes containing cytoplasmic IgA or IgM were common in 
intercryptal lamina propria of the small intestine (Fig. 1) and between 
lower portions of mucosal glands of the colon (Fig. 2). An infrequent 
IgM-bearing cell was present in the lamina propria at the base of a 
villus. IgA-positive cells appeared more numerous than IgM-positive 
cells, and were notably more plentiful in the duodenum versus jejunum or 
ileum. IgA-positive lymphocytes were detected adjacent to Brunner's 
glands. Very few IgG-bearing cells were found in either small intestine 
A: Jejunum, fixed in acetone and embedded in 
glycolmethacrylate. Immunoglobulin A was labeled using 
monoclonal antibody 3D11 (1:80,000), biotinylated horse anti-
mouse antibody (1:200), peroxidase-conjugated streptavidin, 
and AEC. Though occasional IgA-bearing cells were found in 
villous lamina propria, the majority were located around 
crypts. Apical cytoplasm of crypt epithelium was 
consistently positive for IgA. Nine-week-old pig (A). 
Gill's hematoxylin counterstain. Bar = 100 um. 
B: Jejunum, section adjacent to Fig. lA. Immunoglobulin M 
was labeled using monoclonal antibody lAll (1:300,000) and 
secondary reagents as for Fig. lA. Labeling pattern is 
identical to that for IgA (Fig. lA). Gill's hematoxylin. 
Bar = 100 um. 

FIG. 2. A: Colon, same pig (A) as Figure 1. Immunoglobulin A was 
labeled with monoclonal antibody 3D11 (1:80,000), 
biotinylated horse anti-mouse antibody (1:200), peroxidase-
conjugated streptavidin, and AEC. Note restriction of IgA-
bearing lymphocytes to lower half of the mucosa. Adjacent 
mucosal gland epithelial cells contain IgA in apical 
cytoplasm. Acetone fixation, glycolmethacrylate embedment, 
Gill's hematoxylin counterstain. Bar = 100 um. 
B: Colon, acetone fixation, glycolmethacrylate embedment, 8-
week-old pig (C). Immunoglobulin M was labeled with 
monoclonal antibody lAll (1:200,000), biotinylated horse 
anti-mouse antibody (1:200), peroxidase-conjugated 
streptavidin, and AEC. As in the small intestine (Fig. 1), 
the pattern of distribution of IgM is the same as for IgA 
(Fig. 2A). Bar = 100 um. 
FIG. 3. Colonic gland and lamina propria from pig A (see Fig. 1 and 
2A). Immunoglobulin G was labeled with monoclonal antibody 
3H2 (1:10,000), biotinylated horse anti-mouse antibody 
(1:200), peroxidase-conjugated streptavidin, and AEC. Narrow 
lines of reaction product are focally evident between lateral 
membranes of glandular epithelial cells (arrow), and within 
the gland lumen. Note the lack of staining along the apical 
margin of epithelial cells, in contrast to Fig. 2. A single 
IgG-positive lymphocyte is present in the field. Gill's 
hematoxylin counterstain. Bar = 50 um. 
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or colon (Fig. 3). In small intestine, IgG-positive cells were 
restricted generally to deep lamina propria around bases of crypts. In 
one pig (B), they were present in the colonic submucosa. No IgG-
positive cells were associated with Brunner's glands. 
Background reaction for Ig of all three isotypes was variably 
associated with collagen fibers, endothelium of vessels, basement 
membranes, or intravascular serum. Presence and intensity depended on 
the primary antibody dilution, segment of intestine, and pig. 
In situ Distribution of CD4* and CDS"*" Lymphocytes 
CD4* cells were common in the lamina propria but rare in the 
epithelium (Fig. 4A). In one pig, they were more common subjacent to 
surface epithelium than between glands. In the small intestine, CDS* 
intraepithelial lymphocytes were abundant on villi but uncommon in 
crypts (Fig. 4B). CDS'*" cells were scattered through both villous and 
intercryptal lamina propria, and appeared subjectively less numerous 
versus intraepithelial CD8* cells. In the colon, CDS* cells appeared 
more equally divided between epithelium and lamina propria. CD4* cells 
were present in the interstitium of Brunner's glands more often than 
CDS* cells, and both types were infrequent within the epithelium. CDS* 
cells were less numerous in lymphoepithelium of Peyer's patches than in 
villous absorptive epithelium. 
Submucosa contained few to many CD4* cells, and included cells with 
a distinct peripheral rim of reaction product as well as others with 
diffuse cytoplasmic positivity. (Similar cells, weakly and diffusely 
positive for CD4, were seen occasionally in lamina propria, especially 
beneath the surface epithelium of the colon.) Small aggregates of CD4* 
Ileum, nine-week-old pig (A). Cryostat sections (4-5 um) 
were cut onto poly-L-lysine coated slides, fixed 10 min in 
acetone, and let stand to dry. Sections were labeled with 
monoclonal antibodies to T-lymphocyte subsets, biotinylated 
horse anti-mouse antibody (1:200), peroxidase-labeled 
streptavidin, and AEC. Gill's hematoxylin counterstain. 
A: Monoclonal antibody 74-12-4 (HB147), anti-porcine CD4, 
1:400. CD4* cells are restricted to the lamina propria. 
Bar = 100 um. B: Monoclonal antibody 76-2-11 (HB143), anti-
porcine CD8, 1:400. Though low numbers of CDS"*" cells are 
present in the lamina propria, the majority are 
intraepithelial (lELs). Bar = 100 um. 
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cells mixed with CD4-negative cells were seen in the colonic submucosa 
of one pig; a few CDS"*" cells were present in the same aggregates. CD4* 
cells were seen perivascularly in muscular tunics and serosa. 
Relatively few CDS* cells were present in the submucosa; a few were 
present in muscular tunics. 
Quantification of CD4* and CD8* Cells 
Results of in situ counts of CD4* and CDS"*" lELs and LPLs are 
provided in Tables 2 and 3. For the following discussion, stated 
differences are significant at p < 0.05. 
Intraepithelial lymphocytes 
In both small intestine and colon, nearly all lELs were CDS'*". 
Small intestine had far more lELs (and CDS'*" lELs) compared with colon. 
Pig C had overall fewer lELs compared with either pig A or B, between 
which there was no difference. Among the few CD4* lELs, there was no 
difference between small intestine and colon or between pigs. 
Lamina propria lymphocytes 
Small intestine had more CD4* and CDS* LPLs overall than did colon, 
but there was no difference when considering either CD4* or CDS* cells 
alone. Considering all LPLs together, or separately within small 
intestine or colon, there were more CD4* LPLs than CDS* LPLs. There was 
no difference between pigs with respect to overall number of LPLs, or 
between pigs for small and large intestine separately. 
There was no difference in the mean CD4:CD8 ratio for LPLs between 
small intestine and colon (small intestine = 2.2 [SO = 1.3], n = 9; 
colon = 2.0 [SD = 0.71], n = 6). The mean CD4:CDS ratio for pig A (3.3) 
was higher than for either pig B (1.7) or pig C (1.4), between which 
there was no difference (n = 5 for each pig). 
TABLE 2. Summary of in situ counts of CD4* and CDS* cells in 
intestine 
Pig Site 
lEL* 
CDS CD4 CDS 
LPL° 
CD4 
A jejunum 29.7 0.2 6.4 27.4 
jejunum 22.3 0.8 9.6 28.0 
ileum 24.0 0.8 6.9 28.4 
Small B jejunum 27.S 4.5 14.1 22.4 
intestine jejunum 32.2 3.5 11.1 15.7 
ileum 27.S 0.2 9.0 17.8 
C jejunum 11.3 0.0 17.0 18.0 
jejunum S.2 0.6 18.8 19.7 
ileum S.9 0.0 13.8 16.4 
A colon 7.0 0.2 4.8 15.9 
colon 6.S 0.2 10.0 18.2 
Large B colon 13.6 0.2 10.2 21.5 
intestine colon 10.4 0.4 14.5 17.9 
C colon 8.0 0.0 8.3 16.0 
colon 3.4 0.6 9.9 17.1 
uIEL: intraepithelial lymphocytes, no./lOO epithelial cells. 
LPL: lamina propria lymphocytes, no./lOO mononuclear cells. 
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TABLE 3. Mean counts of CD4* and CD8* cells in intestine of 
eight- to nine-week-old pigs 
Small 
intestine* 
Large 
intestine^ 
IEL LPL 
Pig CD8 CD4 CDS CD4 
A 25.3 0.6 7.7 27.9 
B 29.3 2.7 11.4 18.6 
C 9.5 0.2 16.5 18.0 
A 6.9 0.2 7.4 17.1 
B 12.0 0.3 12.4 19.7 
C 5.7 0.3 9.1 16.6 
uN=3 blocks for each mean; 2 of jejunum, 1 of ileum. 
N=2 blocks for each mean. 
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DISCUSSION 
Localization of Ig-containing lymphocytes and epithelial cells in 
the mucosa of the intestine of the pig confirms and extends the findings 
of Allen and Porter (2, 3) and Brown and Bourne (28). The pattern is 
the same as that described for human intestine (25). By a now well-
understood pathway (27), lamina propria B cells secrete complexes of J 
chain and polymeric IgA or IgM which subsequently bind to secretory 
component (SC) expressed on the basolateral cell membrane of overlying 
epithelial cells. Secretory component serves as a receptor for the Ig-J 
chain complex and mediates its transport across the epithelial cell for 
secretion from the apical surface. 
In previous studies on humans and pigs, villous epithelium neither 
contained Ig nor expressed SC (2, 25, 28), whereas surface epithelial 
cells in human colon apparently expressed some SC and contained small 
amounts of IgA and IgM (25). In the pigs of this study, colonic surface 
and outer mucosal gland epithelial cells contained no IgA or IgM. 
Immunoglobulin in villous epithelial cells was restricted to IgA at the 
base of some duodenal villi in one pig; this may reflect the large 
number of Ig-producing cells present in the duodenum (see below). As 
lymphoepithelium does not express secretory component, intracytoplasmic 
IgA and IgM should not be present (26, 153). The finely granular and 
dispersed IgA seen within Peyer's patch lymphoepithelium here might 
represent immune complexes being transported into the patch, as opposed 
to IgA destined for secretion. However, the heterogeneous cell 
composition of porcine Peyer's patch lymphoepithelium (42) might account 
for some secretory activity. Intestinal epithelial cells contained no 
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IgG, as has been noted previously (25, 28). Immunoglobulin A and SC 
have been demonstrated in Brunner's gland epithelium of human small 
intestine (25); IgM would be expected to be present as well, and its 
presence was confirmed here together with IgA. 
The means whereby Ig-producing lymphocytes localize to specific 
levels of the lamina propria (intercryptal zone of the small intestine 
and the abluminal two thirds in the colon) is unknown. It is noteworthy 
that the epithelial cell population at these levels, comprised of the 
same cells which express SC and transport and secrete secretory IgA and 
IgM (25), is also responsible for the intraluminal secretion of water 
and electrolytes as part of the digestive activity of the intestine. 
Absorption of digested food and water occurs across villous and colonic 
surface epithelial cells. Absorptive epithelium in the pigs in this 
study was clearly inactive in transport and secretion of secretory 
immunoglobulin. 
Immunohistochemistry revealed T lymphocyte subsets in small 
intestine and colon of pigs to be distributed as in humans (38, 64). 
Porcine lELs are almost exclusively CD8*, while the majority of LPLs are 
CD4*. According to several reports, lELs in human small intestine and 
colon are predominantly T cells and 70-80% are CD8"*" (159, 160). A 
recent study, however, reports a CD4:CD8 ratio of 1.2-1.3 from colonic 
lELs (163). In humans, lELs in small intestine (ileum) include more T, 
CD4*, and CDS"*" cells than lELs from colon. In the pigs of this study, 
CD8* lELs were more numerous in small intestine than colon. In 
contrast, there was no difference in number of CD4* lELs between small 
intestine and colon of pigs, probably because they are so few in number. 
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In this study, the LPL CD4:CD8 ratio was 2:1, comparable to values 
reported from studies on human intestine (64, 159, 160, 163), but the 
inverse of that from rats (95). As for human intestine (64), both 
subsets are randomly dispersed through intestinal lamina propria in 
pigs, and small intestine has overall more T cells (sum of CD4* and CD8* 
cells) in lamina propria than does colon. 
Localization and quantification of T-lymphocyte subsets correlates 
with and expands the limited data previously available on T-cell subsets 
in porcine intestinal mucosa. According to the sole report found in 
which porcine intestinal mucosal T cells were quantified, T lymphocytes 
comprise 83% and 76%, respectively, of lELs and LPLs in the duodenum of 
pigs (155; Table 4). Here, since lELs were not isolated, the absolute 
TABLE 4. Lymphocytes (%) in intestinal mucosa of pigs (155)^ 
Subsets lEL LPL 
T 83 76 
CD4 16 59 
CD8 84 41 
CD4/CD8 0.14 1.4 
B 17 24 
*Per analysis of separated cell suspensions. From Table 5, Salmon, 
1987 (155). 
proportion of T cells is unknown. Since Ig-bearing cells were rarely 
seen within the epithelium (noted only in duodenum), it is inferred that 
a high percentage of lELs are T cells, as was found in the rat, where 
fewer than 1% of lELs were B cells (95). The comparatively high 
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fraction of B cells reported by Salmon (Table 4) may have been 
influenced by the use of duodenum as a source of cells. Porcine 
duodenum is known to contain many times greater numbers of Ig-bearing 
lymphocytes than do either jejunum or ileum (2, 3), and it may be that 
some migrate into the epithelium. On the other hand, B cells bearing 
surface Ig but little cytoplasmic Ig may have been missed here by in 
situ immunohistochemistry, as suggested by comparison of flow cytometric 
and immunohistochemistry results in a parallel study (manuscript in 
preparation). 
Not isolating lymphocytes from individual compartments also 
precludes direct comparison of absolute numbers of lELs and LPLs. 
Subjective assessment, however, suggests that in the small intestine, 
CDS* lELs usually outnumber CDS* LPLs, while in the colon they may be 
more evenly partitioned. In human colon, T cells in the lamina propria 
outnumber intraepithelial T cells (163). Limited observation here 
suggests that CDS* cells are less numerous in the follicle-associated 
epithelium of Peyer's patches relative to villous absorptive epithelium. 
It is reported that 40% of lELs in Peyer's patch lymphoepithelium of 
people are T-helper lymphocytes (26), perhaps favoring positive immune 
responses at those sites. 
Some differences existed in lymphocyte localization between small 
intestine and colon as well. Labeled lELs were from 1.5 to 3.5 times as 
frequent in small intestine as in colon. Though null cells (lacking 
both surface Ig and T-cell markers) have been reported to comprise from 
9 to 55 percent of Peyer's patch lymphocytes in juvenile pigs (17, 151), 
it is unlikely that many mucosal lymphocytes in the pigs studied here 
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were null cells (and therefore not labeled). Null cells deriving from 
the intestine of pigs are selectively retained at the mesenteric lymph 
node and do not recirculate (129). 
The significance of the fact that labeled LPLs (CD4* and CD8* 
summed together) were more abundant in small intestine than in colon is 
diminished by the fact that neither subset, individually, was similarly 
more abundant. This was likely caused by pigs A and C having very 
different relative proportions of C04* and CD8* cells, but nearly 
identical total numbers. Despite that difference between pigs, there 
was still no difference in CD4:CD8 ratio between intestines. Larger 
cells in the lamina propria and submucosa which stained more diffusely 
and less intensely for the CD4 marker, likely represented macrophages 
(71). When recognized, they were excluded from the LPL counts. 
Altered CD4:CD8 ratios are known to occur in the gut of humans, 
though it is not understood why the direction and degree of change 
varies in one disease versus another. People with inflammatory bowel 
disease had fewer ileal CD8* lELs (and overall fewer IEL T cells) and an 
increased ileal lEL CD4:CD8 ratio (64). Proportions of T lymphocyte 
subsets (lELs and LPLs) were unchanged in colon though the overall 
numbers of lymphocytes and T cells were increased two to three fold (64, 
160). In other diseases, lELs are either increased (sprue) or unchanged 
in number (Whipples's disease) (48, 159). In coeliac disease, the lEL 
CD4:CD8 ratio was unchanged, but the LPL CD4:CD8 ratio was lower (48, 
159). 
In pigs, cell-mediated hypersensitivity to food allergens is at 
least one contributing factor to post-weaning diarrheal disease (104). 
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Diminished mitogenic response of lELs from pigs (shown here to be 
predominantly CD8*) less than 9 weeks of age (183) suggests that 
inadequate immune suppression in young pigs might be contribute to the 
disease. It has been suggested that non-humoral mechanisms are 
significant in immune resistance to dysentery caused by Treponema 
hyodysenteriae, a major diarrheal disease (regional colitis) of growing 
hogs (145). Further investigation must be done to determine if altered 
lymphocyte populations occur in these and other enteric diseases of 
swine. 
More research is needed to clarify whether the aberrations in 
lymphocyte numbers and proportions which develop in certain enteric 
diseases represent causes of or appropriate responses to the disease, 
and how such changes might be suppressed or enhanced, respectively. 
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ABSTRACT 
The lymphocytic component of colonic lymphoglandular complexes 
(LGCs) of conventional postweaning pigs was analyzed using monoclonal 
antibodies specific for B and T lymphocyte subsets, flow cytometry, and 
immunohistochemistry. In tissue sections, lymphocytes compartmentalized 
into B (T-independent) and T-dependent areas. T lymphocytes were 
concentrated at internodular areas. CD4* (T-helper) cells were more 
plentiful than CDS* (T cytotoxic/suppressor) cells. CD4* cells were 
common in nodules, whereas CD8* cells were sparse. Immunoglobulin (Ig)-
containing B cells were present between and in nodules. B cells 
containing cytoplasmic IgA and IgM outnumbered IgG* cells; all three 
cell types were most numerous near the neck of the LGC. Lymphoblasts 
containing IgA and IgM were deep in the complex. Immunoglobulin A and 
IgM, but not IgG, were cotransported by a majority of diverticular 
epithelial cells. 
Flow cytometric analysis of lymphocytes obtained by pooling 18-20 
LGCs from each of 6 littermates aged 8-10 weeks resulted in the 
following mean percentages (and standard deviations): CD2 (pan T) 39.6 
(1.5); CD4 29.5 (2.7); CDS 15.8 (1.6); IgA 12.1 (5.2); IgG 5.8 (2.1); 
IgM 23.5 (1.9). In summary, 40% were T cells, 41% were B cells, and 19% 
were null cells (non-B-non-T). Thirty percent of lymphocytes were CD4*, 
16% were CDS*, and 6% of the cells apparently co-labeled for both CD4 
and CDS ([CD4 + CDS] - CD2). The mean CD4:CDS ratio was 1.9 (SD 0.16). 
Data are consistent with recent findings from porcine discrete Payer's 
patches. High-endothelial venules were identified in the LGC. Results 
support significance of the LGC in gut immunity. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The lymphoid component of gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) is 
organized morphologically into discrete thymus-dependent (inter- or 
peri nodular) and thymus-independent regions (dome-corona-nodule 
complexes) (176). The relative amount of each component varies with 
species, anatomic location (tonsil, Peyer's patch, appendix, 
lymphoglandular complex), and degree of immune stimulation, 
Internodular areas are characterized by a high proportion of 
T lymphocytes, postcapillary high endothelial venules (HEVs), and la-
positive interdigitating cells, while nodules include a high proportion 
of B lymphocytes, tingible-body macrophages, and dendritic cells (98, 
pp. 60-62). Compartmentalization of lymphoid tissue, coupled with the 
presence of "follicle-associated epithelium" (22) specialized for 
antigen transport, forms the basis for generation of local immune 
responses in the alimentary tract (127). 
Few studies are available of organized lymphoid tissue intrinsic to 
the large intestine. Lymphoglandular complexes of the human (116), calf 
(91), and pig (109), and the proximal colonic lymphoid nodule of the 
mouse (138) show organization of lymphoid tissue into nodular and 
internodular regions. High endothelial venules and accessory cells were 
also identified. T and B lymphocyte subsets have been identified by 
immunolabeling in the lymphoglandular complex (LGC) of humans (116, 117) 
and cattle (134) and in the colonic lymphoid nodule of mice (138). 
Lymphocyte subsets have been localized in GALT of the small 
intestine of swine. Immunolabeled T lymphocytes are concentrated at 
morphologically defined internodular areas of Peyer's patches (76). 
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Immunoglobulin A-, G-, and M-bearing B cells have been localized in 
Peyer's patch nodules (28, 67) and their relative numbers quantified 
(3). More recently, proportional lymphocellular composition of the 
Peyer's patch has been determined (17, 151). Though nodular and 
internodular compartments are clearly evident in porcine colonic LGCs 
(109), identification of composite lymphocyte populations has not been 
done. The purpose of this study was to 1) localize T and B lymphocyte 
subsets in the porcine colonic LGC using immunohistochemistry and 
monoclonal antibodies specific for each subset, 2) quantify each subset 
by flow cytometry, and 3) identify auxiliary elements such as HEVs. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Itnmunohi stochemi stry 
Six domestic, conventionally raised pigs between the ages of 6 and 
9 weeks were obtained from 3 unrelated sources over a period of 1.5 
years. Ligated loops of spiral colon, infused with chilled {4°C) 
physiologic salt solutions during surgical laparotomy or immediately 
after euthanasia, were removed from each animal and immersed in like 
solution. After a variable length of time (generally a minimum of 1 h), 
loops were opened and individual LGCs were cut from the wall of the 
colon using a 6 mm circular skin biopsy punch. The delay was necessary 
to avoid rapid contraction of intestinal smooth muscle which would 
otherwise obscure the position of LGCs. 
Preparation of frozen and glycol methacrylate-embedded blocks, 
cutting and storage of sections, and immunoperoxidase methods were done 
as described (108). One monoclonal antibody specific for porcine IgA 
was used here in addition to the battery described in that study (clone 
3H5, IgGl, diluted to 1:70,000 [135]). Staining reaction was identical 
to clone 3D11 (anti-porcine IgA) when compared on matched sequential 
sections from the same block. 
Isolation of Lymphocytes from LGCs 
Lymphoglandular complexes were obtained from segments of colon from 
six sibling crossbred, conventionally raised pigs. Two pigs each at 8, 
9, and 10 weeks of age were used. Pigs were anesthetized with thiamylal 
sodium (IV), a laparotomy was done, and the spiral colon was transected 
near the central flexure. A 10-12 cm segment of colon bordering the 
transection was flushed of fecal contents with chilled (4°C) isotonic 
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buffered saline (diluent for blood cell counting, American Scientific 
Products, McGaw Park, IL) injected through a large-bore needle passed 
into the lumen beyond and through an external circumferential ligature. 
Flushes were repeated until most fecal material was removed (typically 
three flushes). After the last flush, a second ligature was tied 
tightly just above the point of transection, and the segment of bowel 
was filled until distended with chilled tissue culture medium buffered 
to pH 7.3 (RPMI-1640-H, [containing L-glutamine and 25 mM HEPES buffer] 
Sigma, St. Louis) (RPMI). The needle was withdrawn and the initial 
ligature tightened. The ligated loop was then removed and immersed in 
chilled RPMI. Pigs were killed by anesthetic overdose. 
Loops of colon were held over ice for I h. They were then opened 
and, as visualized by transmitted light, LGCs and adjoining colon wall 
were excised using a 5 mm skin biopsy punch and transferred to chilled 
RPMI containing 50 ug/ml gentamycin (RPMI-g). Using fine forceps, 
muscular tunics were stripped from the back of each tissue plug and, 
using ultrafine ophthalmic scissors and a dissecting microscope, LGCs 
were dissected free of surrounding submucosal connective tissue and 
epithelium such that only a small tuft of surface epithelium remained 
adjacent to the central pore. Isolated LGCs were transferred to fresh 
RPMI-g. 
Lymphoglandular complexes from a given pig, in groups of 7-10, were 
transferred to a small pool of Hanks' balanced salts (HBS) solution 
without calcium chloride, magnesium sulfate, and sodium bicarbonate 
(Sigma) on dental wax and each was cut into several small pieces using 
the fine scissors and dissecting scope, making a particular effort to 
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open all discernible nodules. The tissue fragments and HBS were 
transferred to a TenBroek tissue homogenizer (7 ml size), additional HBS 
was added, and the tissues were mechanically dissociated. The crude 
cell suspension was then filtered, first through a thin layer of cotton 
fibers, and then through a nylon fabric with 70 urn pore size (Tetko, 
Briarcliff Manor, NY). Nylon filters were changed between tissues from 
different pigs, but not between groups of LGCs from the same pig. If 
necessary, HBS was added to the filtered cell suspension to bring it to 
a volume adequate for the labeling procedure (12-15 ml). Before 
labeling with antibodies, separated cells were evaluated in 3 ways: 1) a 
wet mount of the cell suspension was mixed 1:1 with 1% new methylene 
blue and examined microscopically to assess the degree of cell 
separation; 2) cytocentrifuge preparations (Shandon, Sewickley, PA) were 
made to assess the extent of contamination of each batch by red blood 
cells, granulocytes, or epithelial cells, and to insure that lymphocytes 
were intact overall and not degenerated in appearance; and 3) the 
concentration of cells was determined with an electronic particle 
counter (Coulter, Hialeah, FL). 
Labeling of Isolated and Suspended Lymphocytes 
All solutions were chilled to 4°C before using and suspended cells 
were held over ice or under refrigeration throughout the procedure. One 
ml of cell solution was centrifuged at 100 X g for 7 min. Cells were 
resuspended in 0.5 ml phosphate buffered saline/0.5% bovine serum 
albumin/0.02% Na azide/2% normal sheep serum ("diluent"), pH 7.3. One-
half ml of primary monoclonal antibody solution was added (Table 1), the 
solution was incubated for 30 min over ice, and it was centrifuged as 
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above. Cells were resuspended in 1 ml of diluent and centrifuged again. 
Cells were washed once more, resuspended in 0.5 ml diluent, mixed with 
0.5 ml secondary antibody solution (1:200 FITC-labeled equine anti-
mouse. Vector, Burlingame, CA), and the solution incubated 30 min over 
ice. Cells were washed twice as above and resuspended in 1 ml of 
phosphate buffered saline. Cells were fixed by adding 0.1 ml 10% 
paraformaldehyde in 0.85% NaCl while stirring (giving 1% final 
concentration for the fixative). 
TABLE 1. Monoclonal antibodies used as primary labels for cytometry 
Specificity Designation Isotype Working dilution 
porcine CD2 panT; MSA4(60) IgG2a 1:5000 
porcine CD4 74-12-4(139);HB147 IgG2b 1:400 
porcine CD8 76-2-11(139);HB143 IgG2a 1:400 
porcine IgA 3H5(135) IgGl 1:5000 
porcine IgG 3H2(135) IgGl 1:5000 
porcine IgM 1A11(136) IgGl 1:5000 
soybean 
mosaic clone S7(62) IgGl 1:5000 
virus clone S8(62) IgG2a 1:400 
Cytometry 
Suspensions of fixed, labeled cells were stored at 4°C until 
analyzed with an EPICS Profile 1 flow cytometer (Coulter). Instrument 
specifications included: laser: 5.85 amps, 0.015 watts; gain 
(sidescatter): 15 amps, 563 volts; photomultiplier tube (fluorescence 
detection): 1175 volts. Background autofluorescence was determined from 
aliquots of cells treated to a full regimen of washes and spins with all 
antibodies omitted (autofluor, control, Table 2). The log fluorescence 
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(LFLl) gate value used to separate cells exhibiting levels of 
fluorescence above and distinct from background autofluorescence was set 
at 3.013 when cells from pig #1 were analyzed. The intent was to permit 
no more than a "2% error," or overlap, of such background into the 
positive population. The same gate setting was subsequently used for 
all pigs and for all controls and tests. Controls in which only the 
primary antibody was omitted permitted assessment of the level of 
background due to nonspecific staining by the secondary antibody (see 
"buffer controls," Table 2). 
Light and Electron Microscopy for Detection of HEVs 
In concurrent but separate studies, LGCs were collected from pigs 
after intraluminal injection of tracer materials. Tissues were 
collected, processed, and studied as previously described (109), with 
the exception of fixation in 2% paraformaldehyde (with or without 0.23% 
glutaraldehyde) and use of acetone as an intermediate solvent. 
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RESULTS 
Immunohi stochemi stry 
Immunoqlobulin-containing cells 
IgA-positive and IgM-positive (IgA*, IgM^) cells were scattered 
across the complex both inside and outside of nodules (a few nodules had 
none), and extended to and through the neck region into the lamina 
propria above the complex (Figs. 1 and 2). The cytoplasmic staining 
varied in extent and intensity and was more granular in some sections 
than others. Larger lymphocytes with diffuse but relatively pale 
cytoplasmic staining (most often for IgM) were compatible with 
lymphoblasts. Positively stained cells were sometimes congregated at 
the central ("neck") zone of the complex, and tended to be smaller and 
more intensely stained. There appeared to be a progression from blast-
type cells deeper in the complex to smaller and more darkly stained 
cells at the neck (Fig. 5). Subjectively, the total number of IgA* or 
IgM* cells, or the ratio of one isotype to the other, varied between 
pigs. IgA- and IgM-bearing lymphocytes in the mucosa above the complex 
stained darkly, but were larger than those located at the neck of the 
LGC. Immunoglobulin A and IgM were frequently present in diverticular 
epithelial cells, but were not detected in some diverticular profiles. 
Immunoglobulin staining was concentrated at the apical margin and brush 
border of each epithelial cell, but diminished toward the center of the 
cell. 
IgG-positive (IgG*) cells varied from few in number in some LGCs to 
moderately numerous in others (approximately equal to IgM* cells in 
number) (Fig. 3). Epithelial reaction was limited to a fine linear 
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intercellular pattern in mucosal glands (evident along the luminal half 
of gland epithelium). This reaction was seen in a minority of sections; 
most epithelial layers contained no IgG. 
Delicate inter- or pericellular IgA, IgG, and IgM (forming a 
reticulate pattern) was multifocally evident in the complex, often 
inside a nodule. Background reaction associated with endothelium, 
basement membranes, collagen fibers, and serum proteins was always least 
prominent within the complex proper. 
Adjacent control sections of LGCs on which buffered diluent was 
substituted for primary antibody were devoid of reaction product (Fig. 
4). Background reaction was extinguished at lower dilutions relative to 
specific lymphocellular or epithelial-cell reaction, though those 
reactions too were lost at very high dilutions. Thymus from one pig was 
negative for all three Igs except for a rare IgM* cell in the medulla. 
Frozen (unfixed) sections of LGCs from two pigs showed reaction patterns 
to all three Igs which were equivalent to those obtained on plastic 
sections. 
T lymphocyte subsets 
CD4* cells were plentiful both in and between nodules (Fig. 6). 
They were most numerous directly between nodules (internodular areas) 
and within coronas toward the center of the complexes, and appeared to 
be more numerous overall than CDS* cells (Figs. 7 and 8). In contrast, 
CDS* cells were also numerous in internodular regions, but diminished in 
number near diverticula at a distance from nodules. Few CDS* cells were 
within nodules. Few CDS* lELs and essentially no CD4* cells were seen 
in diverticular epithelium. Adjacent sections on which buffer was 
FIGURES 1-4. Colonic LGC, 8-week-old pig, acetone fixation, glycolmethacrylate embedment. 
Adjacent sections (2 um) were labeled with monoclonal antibodies to swine 
immunoglobulins, biotinylated horse anti-mouse antibody (1:200), peroxidase-labeled 
streptavidin, and AEC. Gill's hematoxylin counterstain. Photographed with 530 nm 
green filter and Kodak Technical Pan film. Bar = 0.3 mm; magnification equal in all. 
FIG. 1. Monoclonal antibody 3H5 (1:70,000), anti-porcine IgA. Positively stained cells are 
most numerous near the neck of the complex. IgA is present in epithelial cells of 
some diverticula, but not all. Intercellular IgA is evident in the nodule at bottom 
center. Mucosa is at upper left, adipose tissue at lower left. 
FIG. 2. Monoclonal antibody lAll (1:100,000), anti-porcine IgM. Positively stained cells are 
most numerous toward the center or neck regions. Many positive cells are within the 
nodule at bottom center. Epithelial staining (arrows) is scant in this complex. 
Dark straight lines are artifacts (folds in the plastic section). 
FIG. 3. Monoclonal antibody 3H2 (1:15,000), anti-porcine IgG. Positively stained cells are 
few and widely dispersed. One is present in the nodule at bottom center (arrow). 
Though not evident in this photograph, delicate intercellular reaction product was 
seen at higher magnification within the nodule. Epithelium (diverticular and 
mucosal) is devoid of staining. Large dark flecks are stain debris. 
FIG. 4. Buffer control (no primary antibody applied). Small dark flecks are pieces of debris 
trapped on the section. The large dark line is a fold. The short dark line at top 
center is fecal material within a diverticular lumen. Nuclei are counterstained 
relatively more darkly in this section compared with Figs. 1-3. 
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FIG. 5. Colonic LGC, fixed in acetone and embedded in 
glycolmethacrylate. Immunoglobulin A was labeled with 
monoclonal antibody 3D11 (1:60,000), biotinylated horse anti-
mouse antibody (1:200), peroxidase-labeled streptavidin, and 
AEC. The cells shown here were located just central to a 
deep and laterally situated nodule. Compared to the smaller 
cell with very intense cytoplasmic reaction (arrow), larger 
cells with granular and less intense staining also have 
larger nuclei, suggestive of lymphoblasts. Gill's 
hematoxylin counterstain. Bar = 20 um. 
FIGURES 6-8. Colonic LGC, 8-week-old pig, same as Figs. 1-4. Cryostat 
sections (4-5 um) were cut onto poly-L-lysine-coated slides, 
fixed 10 min in acetone, and let dry. Adjacent sections were 
labeled with monoclonal antibodies to T-lymphocyte subsets, 
biotinylated horse anti-mouse antibody (1:200), peroxidase-
labeled streptavidin, and AEC. Gill's hematoxylin 
counterstain. 
FIG. 6. Monoclonal antibody 74-12-4 (HB147), anti-porcine CD4, 1:400. 
CD4-positive lymphocytes are present throughout the complex, 
but are concentrated especially along the central borders 
(mantles) of peripherally oriented lymphocytic nodules. 
Light space within the nodule at the lower right is 
sectioning artifact. Bar = 0.4 mm. 
FIG. 7. Higher magnification of Fig. 6. CD4-positive lymphocytes are 
common within lymphocytic nodules, unlike CD8-positive 
lymphocytes (see Figure 8). Internodular area at top center 
has the greatest concentration. Bar = 100 um. 
FIG. 8. Monoclonal antibody 76-2-11 (HB143), anti-porcine CDS, 1:400. 
CD8-positive lymphocytes are far fewer in number versus CD4-
positive cells, but are similarly concentrated at 
internodular areas. Bar = 100 um. 
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substituted for primary antibody were consistently devoid of 
lymphocellular staining. Turkey cecum and small intestine, containing 
abundant lymphocytes, showed no reaction with either the anti-porcine 
CD4 or the anti-porcine CD8 antibodies. 
Cytometry 
According to particle counts performed on cell suspensions prior to 
beginning the cell labeling procedure, an average of 2.1 X 10® cells 
(range 1.5-2.9 X 10®) per LGC were obtained via the mechanical 
separation technique. Wet mounts of the same suspensions showed 
excellent cell separation. A few small rafts of epithelial cells, 5-6 
cells wide, were seen in preparations from only two of the pigs. A wide 
range of lymphoid cell types were evident by cytocentrifugation (Fig. 
9), including many large blast-type cells and cells with large nucleoli 
and mitotic figures. Granulocytes and red blood cells were rare. 
Tingible-body macrophages were well preserved and some were very large. 
Cytoplasmic vacuolar change (degeneration) was essentially absent in 
lymphocytes from pigs #1-4, but mild and generalized in those from pigs 
#5 and #6. 
A representative scattergram (Fig. 10) shows distribution of 
suspended cells per cell size (forward light scatter; FS) and 
granularity (side scatter; SS). The kidney bean-shaped pattern depicted 
was obtained from 5 of the 6 pigs analyzed. 
In 3 of the 6 pigs, separated cells were distributed into two 
overlapping populations on the basis of size (Fig. 11). Slight 
separation was evident in 2 of the remaining 3, but with pig #6 only a 
single peak was formed. Small and large cells within some subsets did 
FIG. 9. Cytocentrifuge preparation of lymphocytes isolated from LGCs of a 9-week-old pig. 
Freshly excised LGCs were minced and mechanically dissociated, and the cell 
suspension filtered (70 um pore size). Note the marked variability in cell size, 
with large blasts common. Two mitotic figures (arrows) lie just above an unusually 
large blast (star). Tingible-body macrophage, with abundant pale cytoplasm and 
numerous inclusions, upper left (M). Few red blood cells or granulocytes (arrowhead) 
contaminated the preparations. Stained with Diff-Quik (Baxter, Miami FL). 
Bar = 50 um. 
FIG. 10. Scattergram generated by flow cytometric analysis of isolated LGC lymphocytes (see 
Fig. 9) in the "buffer control" preparation from pig #1. Bitmap (1) circumscribes 
the population of cells considered for analysis of size (FS), granularity (SS), and 
fluorescence. The bitmap was configured identically in shape, size, and location 
for all 6 pigs. Small particles at the lower left corner of the scattergram were 
considered debris and deliberately excluded from analysis. 
FIG. 11. Histogram generated by flow cytometric analysis shows the distribution by size of 
the population of cells circumscribed by the bitmap in Figure 10. Two clearly 
distinct, but partly superimposed populations are seen. 
FIG. 12. Scattergram plot generated by flow cytometric analysis of isolated LGC lymphocytes 
from pig 5 which were labeled with monoclonal antibody 74-12-4 (HB147), 1:400, anti-
porcine CD4, and FITC-conjugated equine anti-mouse antibody (1:200). Most intensely 
stained cells (to the right on the LFLl scale) congregate at the larger end of the 
size range (upward on the FS scale). 
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not fluoresce with equivalent intensity after staining with subset-
specific monoclonal antibodies. A bias toward larger cells showing most 
intense fluorescence was found with T lymphocytes from all 4 pigs (#3-
#5) for which such a determination was made (Fig. 12). The bias was 
seen in the pan-T, T-helper, and T-cytotoxic/suppressor subsets in all 4 
pigs, but in none of the Ig subsets except the IgM* subset of pig #3. 
Net percentage values (listed in Table 2) for specific subset 
populations were calculated by subtracting the autofluorescence or 
TABLE 2. LGC lymphocyte subset composition 
Pig # mean(SD) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
age (wks) (8) (8) (9) (9) (10) (10) 
controls: 
autofluor. 1.8* 1.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 
secondary 0.9 1.4 2.7 3.2 3.0 1.7 
isotype: 
IgGl 2.8 1.6 
IgG2a 3.6 3.1 
IgA 6.1^ 11.4 6.1 14.4 19.0 15.4 12.1(5.2) 
IgG 2.8 5.6 4.6 7.7 8.7 5.2 5.8(2.1) 
IgM 26.4 21.6 23.2 22.9 25.1 22.0 23.5(1.9) 
pan T 39.9 42.4 39.5 39.0 38.5 38.5 39.6(1.5) 
CD4 28.4 33.4 26.3 31.2 30.8 27.0 29.5(2.7) 
CDS 15.6 17.9 14.4 17.7 14.3 15.1 15.8(1.6) 
CD4:CD8 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.8 2.2 1.8 1.9(0.16) 
u Percentage cells above autofluorescence gate (LFL1=3.013). 
Percentage positive cells, adjusted for nonspecific 
background. 
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buffer control percentage (whichever was larger) for a given pig from 
each of the subset-specific percentages obtained from the same pig (Fig. 
13). 
High Endothelial Venules 
By light microscopy, HEVs were seen both within complexes and along 
their outer margins. Internodular areas were especially vascular. It 
was often difficult to distinguish whether a vessel was or was not an 
HEV, in that endothelial cells were not always "high" and presence of 
lymphocytes in the vessel wall was variable. Figure 14 illustrates the 
ultrastructural appearance of an HEV from an LGC. Thin-walled 
collecting lymphatics packed with lymphocytes were often present along 
the basolateral margins of LGCs. 
Log fluorescence histograms for all six lymphocyte subsets 
and buffer and autofluorescence controls from one pig (#2). 
Derived by flow cytometric analysis of freshly isolated LGC 
lymphocytes labeled with monoclonal antibodies to porcine 
immunoglobulins and T-cell markers, and FITC-conjugated 
equine anti-mouse antibody. Monoclonal antibodies, 
specificities, and dilutions: MSA4, CD2, 1:5000; 74-12-4 
(HB147), CD4, 1:400; 76-2-11 (HB143), CDS, 1:400; 3H5, IgA, 
1:5000; 3H2, IgG, 1:5000; lAll, IgM, 1:5000. The bar 
labeled "1" includes all cells included in the bitmap 
defined by "1" in Figure 9 (100% of the cells). The bar 
labeled "2" defines those cells giving readings above the 
autofluorescence baseline (see text). Percentage of cells 
contained by bar "2" was adjusted downward by the larger of 
the autofluorescence or buffer control value for that pig to 
obtain the net subset percentage (Table 1). 
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Montage of transmission electron photomicrographs of an HEV 
from the basal margin of an LGC of a 6-week-old pig. Plump 
endothelial cells line the vessel along the side toward the 
complex (right side) while flat and thin endothelial cells 
line the wall facing the submucosa (to left). Tight 
junctions (arrowheads) join adjacent endothelial cells (e) 
and several lymphocytes are evident either between 
endothelial cells (open box), between endothelial cells and 
the basement membrane (N), pavemented against the luminal 
surface of endothelial cells (P), or multifocally contacting 
endothelial cells via numerous pseudopodia (S). 
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DISCUSSION 
Considerable data is now available which substantiates the nature 
of the porcine LGC as a secondary lymphoid tissue and member of the 
family of gut-associated lymphoid tissues. Cells bearing cytoplasmic 
immunoglobulin, as demonstrated in tissue sections (Figs. 1-3) by 
immunohistochemistry, are relatively sparse despite a preponderance of B 
cells among LGC lymphocytes (Table 2). Cytometry showed that cells 
carrying surface IgM (sIgM) are the predominant B-cell isotype, and 
slgA"*" cells are twice as numerous as sIgG* cells. Lymphocyte subsets 
are clearly compartmentalized into actively proliferative nodules and T-
dependent intermodular areas containing HEVs. These features, together 
with prior demonstration of putative M cells in diverticular epithelium 
(109) and very limited evidence of preferential uptake capacity of LGC 
lymphoepithelium (data unpublished; see Fig. 1 in [140]), satisfy 
postulated criteria for identity of GALT tissues (13, 185). 
Analysis of lymphocellular composition and localization for colonic 
GALT is very limited; one report each is available for humans, mice, 
cattle, and rats (45, 117, 134, 138). In human LGCs (117), B and T 
lymphocyte zones (nodules and extranodular areas, respectively) were 
present, T-helper cells were present within nodules, and both T-helper 
and T-suppressor lymphocytes comprised the T-dependent areas. Rectal 
LGCs differed from LGCs from ascending, transverse, and descending colon 
in that the rectal B cell:T cell ratio was twice as high (nearly 2:1), 
and the Leu 3a:Leu 2a (CD4:CD8) ratio in T-dependent areas was only one 
half to two thirds as great. Cells bearing IgA and IgM were present in 
nodules and often scattered throughout the complex. Intercellular IgA 
and IgM, presumably bound to dendritic cells, were abundant in germinal 
centers (GCs). Regional variablility in lymphocellular composition of 
porcine colonic LGCs has not been investigated, though LGCs in the 
descending colon are often larger (containing more nodules) than those 
in more proximal regions (109). Nodular dendritic cells and 
interdigitating cells in T-dependent areas have been described in the 
human LGC (116), but not yet in the pig. 
The T-cell composition of the LGC is apparently very similar to 
that of jejunal Peyer's patches (JPPs). Rothkotter and Pabst recently 
characterized the lymphocytes comprising porcine Peyer's patches (151), 
including both the jejunal and ileal types. These patch types differ in 
that the ileal patch functions at least in part as a temporary primary 
lymphoid tissue responsible for generation of B lymphocytes, while 
jejunal patches are persistent secondary lymphoid tissues with ongoing 
antigen-mediated immunoreactivity and lymphoproliferation (17, 151, 
152). Similar to JPPs, LGCs have relatively abundant T-lymphocyte 
dependent areas and LGCs persist into adulthood (personal observation). 
Table 3 compares the composition of the LGC, as determined in the 
present study, with jejunal and ileal patches from miniature pigs. 
Jejunal Peyer's patches of 12-month-old pigs contained 
significantly fewer B cells than those of the 1.5-month-old pigs, and 
the T-cell:B-cell ratio was more than doubled; the CD4:CD8 ratio 
decreased approximately 25% (151). Whether similar alterations occur 
with age in the LGC of pigs remains undetermined, but "colonic Peyer's 
patches" of cows contain significantly more T cells than those of calves 
(134). Lymphoglandular complexes from the 8- to 10-week-old pigs here 
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contained an average of 19% null (non-CD2-non-B) cells, a value which 
falls nicely between the 9% and 29% found in JPPs of pigs 1.5 and 12 
months old, respectively (151), and suggests that similar fluctuations 
TABLE 3. Lymphocellular composition of Peyer's patches and 
colonic lyitiphoglandular complexes of pigs (%[SD]) 
Subset LGC* jppb ippb 
B 41.4^ 46.4(4.8) 63.1(7.8) 
CD2+ 39.6(1.5) 45.4(2.9) 6.3(1.3) 
CD4+ 29.5(2.7) 22.9(4.1) 3.4(0.8) 
CD8+ 15.8(1.6) 20.2(4.0) 2.5(0.8) 
Lymphoglandular complexes. Conventional pigs, 8-10 weeks of age; 
see also Table 2. 
Jejunal Peyer's patches. From Table 1 (151); Gottingen minipigs, 
1.5 months of age. 
Sum of IgA , IgG , and IgM cells from Table 2. 
may occur in the LGC. Another age-related change found in that study is 
the increased percentage of T lymphocytes doubly positive for CD4 and 
CDS. In 1.5-month-old pigs the sum of CD4* and CDS* cells (43%) 
approximates the CD2* value (45%), whereas for 12-month-old pigs, the 
values were 62% and 52%, respectively (151). Lymphoglandular complexes 
from the pigs in this study, with 45% and 40%, respectively, again 
appear to follow a parallel age-dependent alteration. Limited 
immunohistochemistry performed on both LGCs and PPs with anti-CD2 (pan-
T) monoclonal antibody (MSA4, [60]) gave results subjectively equivalent 
to a "composite" of CD4 and CDS reactions (data not shown). The CD4:CD8 
ratio for the LGC (1.9) is increased above that for JPPs (near 1:1 in 
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both younger and older pigs [151]). Note, however, that the anti-CD8 
antibody used to derive the OPP values was purportedly more sensitive 
than the 76-2-11 used here (151). If so, CD4:CD8 ratios from that study 
would be diminished relative to findings in this study. 
Colonic and cecal GALT of cattle resemble discrete Peyer's patches 
of the small intestine (jejunum) in that they persist throughout life, 
reacting positively to antigenic stimulation, and are composed of 
comparably distributed and proportioned T lymphocyte subsets (134). 
CD4* cells are concentrated along the luminal margin of nodules (134), 
as noted here in pigs. The CD4:CD8 ratio for "colonic Peyer's patches" 
of cows and calves, approximately 1:1 (134), is lower than that for the 
LGCs from pigs of this study (1.9). Lymphocytes of the proximal colonic 
lymphoid tissue in mice and rats differ from those in other GALT in that 
they are steroid sensitive, suggesting that they are immature (45, 138). 
They also contain fewer GCs compared to PPs and distal colonic lymphoid 
tissue and the authors suggest similarity with primary lymphoid tissue 
such as the thymus and bursa of Fabricius. By in situ staining, the 
majority of cells within the nodule are B lymphocytes bearing IgM; only 
scattered cells were positive for IgA (138). Limited peripheral T cell 
areas contained a substantial fraction of T cytotoxic/suppressor cells 
(138). 
The generally small number of cells within the LGC which stained 
for IgA was unexpected, given the established role of GALT in production 
of IgA precursors. It should be realized, however, that although the 
majority of GC lymphocytes are B cells expressing sIgA, they represent 
only some 15% of Peyer's patch cells, and the level of expression is 
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only 10-15% of other B cells in the patch (32). The relatively low 
fraction of lymphocytes carrying either surface or cytoplasmic IgA (as 
per cytometric analysis and immumnohistochemistry, respectively), 
contrasts with lamina propria lymphocytes, where 80-90% of B cells are 
IgA* (27, 48). As suggested by Mayrhofer with respect to Peyer's 
patches (98, p. 63), comparatively low numbers of blast type cells 
expressing IgA may imply that these cells exit the LGC at the time that 
cytoplasmic IgA begins to accumulate. The low fraction of sIgA* cells 
found here suggests further that IgA precursors leave the LGC rapidly 
once committed to IgA synthesis. A preponderance of B lymphocytes in 
the LGC also distinguishes it from the dispersed mucosal compartment of 
intestinal lymphocytes. In the duodenum of the pig, 76% of lamina 
propria lymphocytes are T cells (155), despite the bias toward higher 
immunoglobulin production in that segment of the intestine versus more 
distal segments (2, 3). Immunoglobulin of all three isotypes, co-
localizing in a reticulate and apparently interlymphocytic pattern, and 
particularly noticeable in larger GCs, is likely bound to dendritic cell 
processes, possibly as part of immune complexes. Such complexes are 
long standing and develop into "immune complex coated bodies" 
(iccosomes) (170). Iccosomes transport antigen for intracellular 
processing at GCs prior to presentation to T cells and stimulation of B 
memory cells (170, 185). IgA"*" and IgG"*" cells were the subsets showing 
greatest variability in number between pigs, but this might be expected 
since they represent isotype-committed plasma-cell precursors and their 
numbers would depend heavily on the nature and degree of antigenic 
stimulation in effect. Somewhat increased percentages of IgA* cells 
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were found in LGCs from the older pigs and might imply increasing 
commitment to IgA synthesis between 8 and 10 weeks of age. That IgG"*" 
cells should comprise only 14% of Ig-producing cells is not surprising 
for a germinal lymphoid tissue with a bias toward production of 
secretory immunoglobulin. As blast-type cells carrying IgG were not 
noted, it is likely that IgG* cells were recirculating or locally 
resident immunocytes. Local maturation secondary to increased antigen 
traffic may explain the increased number of IgG* cells observed in the 
immediate vicinity of colonic and small intestinal lymphoid nodules (26, 
40). In this study, IgG* cells were far more prevalent within LGCs, 
especially in the "neck" area (probably homologous to Peyer's patch 
domes), than they were in the lamina propria or submucosa. 
Immunoglobulin A and IgM are routinely cotransported by crypt epithelial 
cells of colonic mucosal glands in pigs (28, 108) and, as shown here, by 
diverticular epithelial cells in some LGC diverticula. Patchy presence 
of lymphoepithelial regions within the diverticular epithelial layer 
(109) might explain the inconsistent presence of secretory Igs, since 
"follicle-associated epithelium" does not transport secretory Ig (26). 
Lymphoproliferative activity in the LGC is pronounced in animals of 
this age. Lymphoblasts, mitotic figures, and tingible-body macrophages 
are routinely present both in sections of LGCs and in cytocentrifuge 
preparations of separated cells. Of slg* cells, 57% carry sIgM, typical 
of both virgin and recently stimulated B cells. A progression from 
lymphoblasts with little cytoplasmic Ig to smaller cells with abundant 
cytoplasmic Ig was evident and correlates with production of Ig-
producing cells from the LGC. Heavily positive, but somewhat larger Ig-
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containing cells in overlying lamina propria presumably reflect terminal 
differentiation to plasmablasts and plasma cells. That T-helper 
lymphocytes outnumber T-cytotoxic/suppressor lymphocytes by 2 to 1 
emphasizes the "positive" nature of immune reactions generated at the 
LGC. The fact that a similar kidney bean-shaped scattergram pattern was 
seen in 5 of 6 pigs suggests that lymphocytes of fairly standard size 
and granularity comprise the tissue. 
Separate populations of small and large lymphocytes were evident in 
cytocentrifuge preparations and cytometrically. They may correlate with 
recirculating immunoblasts and small virgin cells as described by 
Butcher (31). The rather low number of B cells containing cytoplasmic 
Ig suggests that most newly developing B cells exit quickly from the 
complex. T lymphocytes displaying most intense fluorescence were biased 
toward the larger sized cells. This might be explained by larger cells 
simply carrying more surface marker (CD2,4,8) because of greater surface 
area. However, since Ig-bearing cells did not partition similarly, 
larger (and presumably more immature) T cells may actually have carried 
an increased density of surface markers per unit area. Conversely, sig 
on small (and more mature) B cells may increase in density such that 
small and large cells emit comparable fluorescence. 
The mechanical procedure employed here to separate and isolate 
cells from the LGC is simple, faster than most enzymatic procedures, and 
provides reproducibly well-separated, uncontaminated, and nondegenerated 
cells. An average recovery of more than two million cells per LGC 
compares favorably with the results of Perry and Sharp, who obtained 
1.28 X 10® cells per proximal colonic lymphoid nodule in rats (138). 
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The importance of combining in situ evaluation with study of isolated 
cells has been emphasized out of concern for artifactual alteration of 
isolated cells due to separation procedures (160). Here, cytometric 
analysis greatly extended the information obtained from in situ labeling 
alone. For example, B cells bearing sig, but little or no cytoplasmic 
Ig, probably were largely undetected by immunohistochemistry. Summation 
of cells stained for all three Ig isotypes would not likely account for 
40% or more of the lymphocytes present in a given section, though 41% of 
LGC cells are B cells by cytometry. Subset ratios cannot be directly 
determined in aggregate lymphocytic tissue, except by counting stained 
cells in a sampling of random fields (117); comparison of relative areas 
of staining on random sections by image analysis gives an indirect 
estimate (134). However, neither method can fully compensate for the 
variable and unpredictable heterogeneity of compartments present within 
an LGC, and the truest value is obtained by separating the composite 
lymphocytes. The importance of the liquid-phase adsorption of the 
secondary antibody used for immunohistochemistry cannot be 
overemphasized. Without it, crossreactivity with porcine Igs was 
sufficiently prevalent that sections with or without a primary antibody 
had similar staining. When the secondary antibody was adsorbed, 
sections without a primary were generally devoid of reaction product. 
Though it is known that macrophages express CD4 and will give positive 
reactions in in situ immunohistochemical procedures (71), adherence to 
glass during the repeated washings and incubations in this study would 
likely remove the vast majority (65), and exclusion of outlying 
particles by the bitmap would effectively exclude cells such as the 
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large, debris-laden tingible-body macrophages seen in the fresh 
preparations. 
The role of the LGC in colonic disease must now be addressed. 
Methods and baseline values are now available from which to assess the 
lymphocellular composition of LGCs from pigs during disease, after 
experimental modulation (e.g., administration of inflammatory mediators, 
cytokines, or therapeutic agents), or from different age groups. 
Additionally, isolation of lymphocytes from the LGC can be used to study 
homing of lymphocytes to colonic GALT, or as a ready means of obtaining 
gut-derived lymphocytes for functional assays or in vitro culture, 
especially as they might be contrasted against similar cell populations 
from the small intestine (Peyer's patch). Convincing evidence of 
selective or preferential uptake of antigen at the LGC is yet to be 
reported, though it apparently occurs in cattle (126). 
As discussed by O'Leary and Sweeney (116) and Jacob et al. (75), 
LGCs in the colon of humans may be integral to the pathogenesis of 
regional diseases such as colitis cystica profunda, Crohn's disease, 
ulcerative colitis, diverticulosis, microscopic colonic adenomata. 
Yersinia colitis, and colonic tuberculosis, or they might serve as sites 
of infection for hepatitis B and human immunodeficiency viruses. In 
pigs, swine dysentery caused by Treponema hyodysenteriae causes marked 
morphologic change in LGCs (54) and cell-mediated immunity may be 
important in the pathogenesis of the disease (145). 
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ABSTRACT 
Uptake by lymphoepithelium of colonic lymphoglandular complexes was 
studied by instillation of plain and fluorescein-labeled latex beads, 
carbon particles (ink), live and dead.Treponema sp. bacteria, cholera 
toxin, cationized ferritin, and a bovine serum albumin-colloidal gold 
conjugate into ligated colonic loops of four anesthetized conventional 
juvenile pigs. By light microscopy, beads, ink, and virulent bacteria 
were seen in and beneath the epithelial layer. Bacteria inoculated live 
were found in and beneath epithelial cells by electron microscopy. 
Tracer uptake occurred infrequently and unpredictably. Though it has 
been repeatedly demonstrated for the Peyer's patch in other studies, 
only limited evidence for particle uptake at the LGC was obtained. 
Alternative experimental methodology will be necessary to determine 
convincingly whether sampling capacity of the LGC is enhanced relative 
to absorptive mucosa. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Morphologically distinct lymphoepithelia are a unique feature of 
mucosa-associated lymphoid tissues (MALT). Specialized epithelial 
cells, termed follicle-associated epithelial (FAE) cells (22) or M cells 
(125), are common to lymphoepithelia in the gastrointestinal (122) and 
respiratory (187) tracts. Fundamental to the role of organized MALT as 
antigen-sampling organs (118), is the capacity to transport, in an 
apparently preferential and nondegradative fashion, potentially 
immunogenic and tolerogenic substances from the luminal surface of the 
mucosa to underlying immunoreactive cells. 
Lymphoglandular complexes (LGCs), discreet lymphoepithelial organs 
peculiar to the colon, purportedly function in a manner analagous to the 
Peyer's patch and appendix (78, 109, 116). However, cells 
morphologically compatible with M cells have only recently been 
described in the LGC lymphoepithelium (75, 90, 109, 116). Only one 
documentation of uptake and transport of experimentally introduced 
tracers was found for the LGC (126), though indigenous bacteria have 
been seen within the lymphoepithelial layer (109). In the colon of the 
rat, carbon particles and ferritin adhere preferentially to the FAE of 
the rat colonic patch (20). 
The intent of this study was to detect preferential translocation 
of tracer materials into or across the lymphoepithelium of the porcine 
LGC after experimental inoculation into ligated loops of colon. Both 
inert and biologically active tracers were used, and tissue was studied 
at both the light and ultrastructural levels. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Tracers included plain and fluorescein-labeled latex beads, carbon 
particles (India ink), live and dead Treponema sp. bacteria, cholera 
toxin, a bovine serum albumin-colloidal gold conjugate, and cationized 
ferritin. 
Pig 1. Thirteen ml of a stock suspension of latex beads, 0.81 
um, (Bacto-Latex 0.81, Difco Laboratories, Detroit), were diluted 4X 
with distilled water and centrifuged for 45 min at 8,000 X g. The 
pellet was resuspended and washed three more times and finally 
suspended in 6.5 ml of phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Seven ml of 
India ink (Pelikan, Drawing Ink A, 17 Black, Pelikan AG, Hannover) were 
diluted 7X with PBS and centrifuged for 20 min at 27,000 X g. The 
pellet was resuspended in 80 ml of distilled water, centrifuged, and 
washed twice more. The final pellet was suspended in 3.5 ml of PBS. 
Strain B204 of Treponema hyodysenteriae was grown in broth to a 
g 
concentration of 5 X 10 bacteria/ml (kindly provided by J. Greer, Vet. 
Med. Res. Inst., ISU). One mg cholera toxin (Sigma, cat. # C-3012) was 
rehydrated with 1 ml sterile water. 
Pig 2. Twelve ml of stock latex beads (see above. Pig 1) were 
diluted 4X with distilled water and centrifuged for 1 h at 8,000 X g. 
The pellet was resuspended and washed IX. Ten ml of India ink were 
prepared as above (Pig 1), but washed.2X and suspended finally to 5.5 
ml with distilled water. Two grams of cholera toxin (Calbiochera, cat. 
# 227035) were rehydrated in 5 ml of distilled water. 
Pig 3. Two 25-ml bottles of latex beads (above) were used. Each 
was diluted 6X with distilled water, centrifuged 90 min at 4400 X g. 
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resuspended, and combined and diluted to 150 ml. The combined 
suspension was centrifuged similarly and the beads were resuspended to 
a final volume of 15 ml in normal saline. A bovine serum albumin-
colloidal gold conjugate (BSA-cAu) was prepared by the method of Neutra 
et al. (112) (colloidal gold sol., courtesy J. Fagerland). The final 
solution consisted of 15 ml in 6.7mM phosphate buffer, pH 5.3; it was 
derived from 100 ml c-Au sol. Cationized ferritin (cat-Fer) (Sigma, # 
F-7879, horse spleen, 40 mg total) was diluted in 8 ml normal saline. 
Pig 4. Ten ml of 0.98 um, fluorescein-labeled latex beads 
(Fluoresbrite, non-carboxylate, Polysciences, Warrington, PA) were used 
unwashed. Live Treponema hyodysenteriae strain B204 and T^ innocens 
strain B255 were grown in broth and concentrated to 10 ml aliquots 
containing 3.75 X 10^® bacteria each (courtesy S. Nibbelink, VMRI). A 
duplicate batch of B204 was killed by heating to 56°C for 15 min. 
Experimental pigs, 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 8, 6, 8, and 9 weeks of 
age, respectively, and were obtained from a conventional herd 
maintained by the Department of Veterinary Clinical Sciences at Iowa 
State University. After fasting the pigs for 24-48 h, surgical 
anesthesia was induced and maintained by intravenous administration of 
sodium pentobarbital and pigs were maintained in right lateral 
recumbency over a warming pad for the duration of the procedure. Pigs 
were not allowed to recover from anesthesia; pig 1 was killed by 
exsanguination and pigs 2-4 by anesthetic overdose. 
The spiral colon was exteriorized through a large left flank 
incision and 6- to 10-cm-long ligated loops were created in the spiral 
and descending colon by double ligation with silk suture (00). Tracer 
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materials, singly or in combination, or control solutions were injected 
into the lumen of loops and left for variable lengths of time before 
tissue specimens were collected. After appropriate incubation, chilled 
fixative was injected into each loop and loops were trimmed carefully 
away from adjoining loops and mesentery and immersed in jars of like 
fixative. Fixatives included 2% paraformaldehyde (pF) when 
immunohistochemistry was intended on cholera toxin or bacteria (pigs 1 
and 2), or paraformaldehyde-glutaraldehyde combinations when electron 
microscopy was anticipated. Treatment data are listed in Tables 1-4. 
Tracers had been chosen with the intent that they could be 
detected by light microscopy (LM) in order to select favorable LGCs or 
sites within LGCs for subsequent scrutiny by electron microscopy (EM). 
Routine paraffin embedment was used to search tissues from loops 
exposed to carbon (ink), bacteria (via the Warthin-Starry silver 
impregnation technique), BSA-cAu (via immunohistochemistry for BSA or 
silver enhancement of gold particles), and cat-Fer (via 
immunohistochemistry for ferritin). Latex beads were embedded into 
glycolmethacrylate (140; Appendix) or epon and visualized by their 
pronounced refractility when viewed with a light microscope adjusted to 
increase refractive distortion (reduced condensor aperture). Extensive 
preliminary studies were done using mice to establish a reliable 
immunohistochemistry (IHC) protocol for identification of cholera toxin 
(CT) in tissue sections. Good sensitivity was achieved, in that 
positive staining could be routinely found along the epithelial surface 
when as little as 5 ug CT was instilled (in 0.1 ml total solution 
volume) into ligated intestinal loops, though it was patchy in a given 
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TABLE 1. Schedule of tracers, incubation times, and fixatives, Pig 1 
Loop # 
Material 
injected 
(ml) 
Incubation 
time (min) 
Fixative 
Type Time 
1 0 2% pF 2 h 
3 TH,B,I 
(3,2,1.5) 
30 t f  I I  
7 TH,B,I 
(1,1,1) 
35b I I  t l  
6 TH,B,CT 
(1,2,0.7) 
37^ I I  t l  
8 TH,B,I 
(2,1,0.5) 
95 I I  I I  
5 media 
(4) 
120 2.5 h 
4 130 I I  I t  
10 culture 
u TH, T\ hyodysenteriae; B, latex beads; I, ink; CT, cholera toxin. 
Loops removed prematurely because pig became apnic; intended 
incubation times were: loop 6, 60 min; loop 7, 90 min. 
section. With instillation of 20 ug or more, diffuse epithelial 
surface staining was evident, including the crypts. As eventually 
applied to tissues from pigs, the IHC protocol was as follows: Tris 
buffer (Tris) and acetate-buffered 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole-
formamide/HgOg chromagen substrate (AEC) were prepared according to 
Bourne (24). Paraffin-embedded sections mounted on glass slides were 
deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated through graded ethanols. 
Sections were treated with 0.025% pronase E (Protease XIV, Sigma) for 4 
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TABLE 2. Schedule of tracers, incubation times, and fixatives. Pig 2 
Loop # 
Material 
injected 
Incubation 
time (min) 
Fixative 
Type Time 
1 distilled water 180 2% pF 2 h 
2 CT,2g,5ml 180 I t  I I  
3 I 180 pF/glut 
2%/0.23% 
permanent 
4 B 180 I f  I I  
5 TH 180 2% pF 2 h 
ileum CT,0.75g 95 I I  I I  
10 fixative only I I  I I  
11 culture 
® TH, ]\ hyodysenteriae; B, latex beads; I, ink; CT, cholera toxin. 
min (mice, 7.5 min) at 37°C, and washed twice in Tris containing 1% 
normal rabbit serum (T/NRS). Sections were treated in 3% HgOg for 10 
min at room temperature (RT), and washed twice in T/NRS. Normal rabbit 
serum diluted 1:20 (Vector, Burlingame, CA) was applied for 20 min at 
RT. The primary antibody, goat anti-Vibrio cholera exotoxin (East 
Acres, Southbridge, MA) at dilutions of 1:8000 to 1:12000, was applied 
for 24 h at 4°C. After 3 washes in T/NRS, biotinylated rabbit anti-
goat diluted 1:200 (Vector, or BioGenex, San Ramon, CA) was applied for 
30 min at RT. Sections were washed three times in T/NRS and 
peroxidase-labeled streptavidin (BioGenex) was applied for 40 min at 
RT. After washing three times in T/NRS, AEC was applied for 20 min at 
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TABLE 3. Schedule of tracers, incubation times, and fixatives. Pig 3 
Loop # 
Material 
injected 
Incubation 
time (min) 
Fixative 
Type Time 
1 cat-Fer 260 pF/glut 
2%/2.5% 
24 h 
2 c-Au-BSA 270 I I  24 h 
3 latex beads 275 I I  permanent 
uninfused I I  24 h 
normal saline 265 H 24 h 
® Cat-Fer, cationized ferritin; BSA-cAu, bovine serum albumin-
colloidal gold conjugate. 
RT. Sections were washed in distilled water for 5 min, stained with 
Gill's hematoxylin for 10 min, blued in ammonia for one minute, and 
coverslipped using aqueous mounting media. Controls included 
substitution of nonimmune goat serum or Tris for the specific primary 
antibody. Protocols for detection of BSA and cat-Fer were not 
thoroughly established (each was done once as a titration of the 
primary antisera). The BSA protocol was as for CT with the following 
exceptions: the primary antibody was goat anti-BSA (Sigma, cat. # 
B3515); and the primary antibody was applied for 13.5 h. The cat-Fer 
protocol was as for the BSA protocol except for: blocking serum was 
1:20 normal goat serum; the primary antibody was rabbit anti-ferritin 
(horse spleen) (Sigma, cat. # F 6136); and the secondary antibody was 
biotinylated goat anti-rabbit (BioGenex). 
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TABLE 4. Schedule of tracers, incubation times, and fixatives, Pig 4 
Loop # 
Material. 
injected 
Incubation 
time (min) 
Fixative 
Type Time 
4 B 180 Karnovsky permanent 
3 B204-1ive I I  I t  I I  
2 B204-dead I I  I I  I I  
6 B255-live I I  t l  I I  
7 media f f  I I  f l  
5 — — — I I  I I  I I  
culture - - - - - - - - -
® B, fluorescein-conjugated latex beads; B204, Treponema 
hvodvsenteriae; B256, ]\ innocens. 
Processing of specimens into epon for electron microscopy was done 
according to previously described methods (109) with the exception that 
propylene oxide was omitted as an intermediate solvent when latex beads 
had been infused as a tracer; it was replaced with acetone (Pig 2) or 
ethanol (Pig 3) in graded fractions with the infiltrating resin. 
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RESULTS 
Findings for various tracer materials used in the four experimental 
animals are detailed in Tables 5-7. Of all the tracers used, only latex 
beads, live hyodysenteriae, and carbon particles were found within or 
beneath the lymphoepithelium of the LGC (Figs. 1-4; Appendix, Fig. 1). 
A summary compilation is available in Table 8. 
Cholera toxin, though identified on repeated occasions along the 
luminal and LGC diverticular epithelium of Pig 2, was never located in 
adjoining lymphoid tissue (i.e., peroxidase label was never identified 
above "background" vascular- or stroma-associated levels). Nonspecific 
cross reaction of the anti-cholera toxin primary antibody was a 
persistent problem with pig tissue, and could not be eliminated by 
titration of the primary antiserum (it was not caused by the secondary 
antibody or the chromagen system). Background or nonspecific staining 
was minimal in extensive preliminary studies using mice (data not 
shown); small foci of apparent positive reaction within Peyer's patches 
of the small intestine or LGCs in the colon were occasionally found. 
Granular reaction product was present commonly in the apical cytoplasm 
of colonic epithelium of mice, but no more often at murine LGC 
lymphoepithelium than at absorptive epithelium. There was no 
appreciable difference in the affinity of CT for the epithelial surface 
of the colon as opposed to the small intestine. The affinity of the 
anti-cholera toxin antibody was impressive. Excellent staining was 
obtained on frozen sections of mouse intestine at 1:32000 dilution, and 
on paraffin embedded sections at 1:16000. 
Associated findings are of interest with respect to the utility of 
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TABLE 5. Summary of microscopic findings after intraluminal injection 
of tracer materials into ligated loops of colon in 
anesthetized pigs 
Pig 
# 
Tracer No. blocks* Finding 
parafé GMA epon 
LM TEM 
3 BSA-cAu 1 
1 
2 
4 
BSA not detected by IHC 
Au not detected by Ag enhance, 
no gold detected 
little/no LE; degeneration of 
surface epithelial cells 
beads 12 
2 
10/12^ ND 
1/12 beads at LGC lumen 
1/12 a few in lumen and IE 
1/2 ND 
1/2 few in lumen; none IE 
cat-fer 
1 
2 
3 
no LE 
no ferritin recognized; lELs 
and M cell-type cells present 
ferritin not detected by IHC 
4 T hyo, 
live 
dead 
T inn, 
live 
7 
6 
5 
5/7 ND 
2/7 bacteria at LGC lumen but 
none lE/SE 
5/6 ND 
1/6 
4/6 ND 
2/6 
u Each block represents an individual LGC. 
Abbreviations: +, present; BSA, bovine serum albumin; cat-fer, 
cationized ferritin; cAu, colloidal gold; CT, cholera toxin; GMA, glycol 
methacrylate; IE, intraepithelial; IHC, immunohistochemistry; LM, light 
microscopy; LE, lymphoepithelium; LGC, lymphoglandular complex; ND, not 
detected; paraf, paraffin; SE, subepithelial; si., slight; TEN, 
transmission electron microscopy; T hyo, Treponema hyodysenteriae str. 
8204; T inn, Treponema innocens str. B256; v. si., very slight. 
No. blocks with finding/No. blocks examined. 
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TABLE 6. LGC tracer uptake findings 
Pig Loop Tracer 
# # 
No. blocks' 
paraf* GMA epon 
LM TEM 
Finding 
1 1 
4 
3 
carbon 
T hyo 
carbon 
carbon 
T hyo 
beads 
carbon 
T hyo 
T hyo 
beads 
CT 
carbon 
T hyo 
beads 
3 
1 
11 
11 
16 
15 
14 
2 
(46 sections) 
3/3^ ND 
1/1 ND 
3/4 si + luminal 
1/4 ND 
4/11 + luminal 
7/11 ND 
2/11 + luminal 
9/11 ND 
2/2 beads along surface 
+ surface 
v.sl to si + surface 
+ diverticula 
15 
15 
(approx 175 sections) 
1/16 
13/16 
2/16 
2/16 ND 
2/15 + diverticula 
5/15 rarely, surface 
8/15 ND 
14/14 ND 
1/1 ND 
2/2 ND (IHC uninterpretable 
because of cross 
reaction with tissue) 
14/15 v.sl to si at surface 
1/15 ND 
3/15 rare, surface 
9/12 ND 
4/4 beads with carbon and T 
hyo at LGC lumen 
1/4 beads in diverticular LE 
? Abbreviations as per Table 5. 
No. blocks with finding/No. blocks examined. 
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TABLE 7. LGC tracer uptake findings 
Pig 
# 
Tracer No. blocks' 
paraf 6MA epon 
Finding 
LM TEM 
carbon 
T hyo 
beads 
CT 
10 
11 
10 
(96 sections) 
1-ileutn 
4/10^ ND 
6/10 IE & SE at neck of LGC 
4/4 ND 
5/11 bacteria IE or SE at LE 
1/11 " at LGC lumen 
5/11 surface only 
bacteria intracellular in LE 
and in lumen (leukocytes) 
4/7 beads in lumen, and IE or 
SE, at LE 
2/7 beads in lumen and IE 
1/7 ND 
8/10 ND 
2/10 beads in LGC pore lumen 
1/2 ND 
1/2 beads in lumen; some close 
to M cell-like cells 
CT found by IHC along 
microvilli of epithelial 
cells (surface and 
diverticula) and occ as 
granules in epithelial cell 
cytoplasm (absorptive cells) 
CT at microvilli only 
. Abbreviations as per Table 5. 
No. blocks with finding/No. blocks examined. 
tracer materials or to the feasibility of processing protocols. Culture 
media alone had no deleterious effect on the colonic epithelium. No 
evidence of epithelial injury was found after injection of unwashed 
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fluorescein-labeled beads (Polysciences). While washing beads in 
preparation for use as tracers in the first three pigs, it was found 
that they became increasingly difficult to separate from the wash fluid 
and began to adhere to the sides of the centrifuge tube and to 
aggregate. Washing the beads is probably counterproductive. 
Surface epithelium in the colon of Pig 3 was degenerate 
(multifocally vacuolated, necrotic, or sloughed) in sections from all 
loops. This was attributed to a prolonged (75 min) period of 
apnea/respiratory distress during anesthesia during which the animal 
became repeatedly hypoxic. Control segments of colon taken for culture 
at the end of the three experiments using bacteria as tracers were all 
negative for the presence of Treponema sp. 
On the basis of light microscopy (LM) of plain latex beads, it was 
found that many routine solvents used in histologic protocols will 
solubilize latex beads. In summary, beads were found to be stable in 
ethanol, absolute alcohol, glycerol, acetone, glycol methacrylate, and 
cedar oil, and at temperatures up to 60 C. Beads were dissolved by 
xylene, methyl benzoate, propylene oxide, and toluene (contained in 
Permount, Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ). On the basis of this 
information, a protocol was developed whereby the beads could be readily 
demonstrated after embedment into glycolmethacrylate (140; see the 
Appendix). 
Once found, latex beads were reasonably easy to visualize by LM 
(Appendix, Fig. 1). However, initial localization was extremely tedious 
because of their small size, infrequent presence, generally low numbers 
when found, and similarity to other fine refractile and particulate 
FIG. 1. Treponema hyodysenteriae organisms are abundant within the 
diverticular epithelium (open arrows) of an LGC from pig 2 
(arrows), three hours after inoculation (strain B204, live) 
into a ligated loop of colon. Others are located within 
lymphoid tissue subjacent to the epithelium (solid arrows). 
Warthin-Starry. Bar = 30 um. 
FIG. 2. Numerous small granules of carbon (India ink) are focally 
aggregated (perhaps within macrophages) beneath surface 
epithelium at the outer (luminal) extreme of an LGC from pig 
2, three hours after inoculation into a ligated loop of colon 
(arrows). Fewer granules are intraepithelial (arrowhead). 
Though carbon particles were sometimes present in the lumens 
of deeper diverticula, they were found within tissue or cells 
only at these superficial sites. Bar = 30 um. 
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5-
«• . * 
Latex microsphere (arrow) rests against microvilli of M cell­
like cells (M) in lymphoepithelium lining the central pore of 
an LGC from pig 2 three hours after infusion into a ligated 
loop of colon. Much of the bead was evidently lost during 
processing (acetone was used as the intermediate solvent). 
Though many beads were present within the pore of this LGC, 
none were identified in or beneath the epithelial layer. The 
identity of the membranous material above the M cell-like 
cells is unknown. Note how the microvillous irregularity and 
apical vesiculation of the M cell-like cells contrasts with 
enterocytes (E) on the opposing side of the pore. 
Bar = 1 um. 
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a 
mm 
Pore area of LGC from pig 2 three hours after live Treponema 
hyodysenteriae organisms were instilled into a ligated loop 
of colon. Tissue was fixed lightly with paraformaldehyde 
before storage in 70% ethanol. A: T\ hyodysenteriae 
organisms (arrowheads) are located above and beneath the 
epithelial basement membrane (open arrows). Pore lumen and 
epithelial cell microvilli are at top of figure. B: Site 
near A. Several bacteria are present above the epithelium 
and one is within an epithelial cell (open arrow). C: Higher 
magnification from A. Intracellular bacterium (arrowhead) 
lies just above the epithelial basement membrane (running 
from upper right to lower left; open arrows). Bars = 3 um 
(a), 1 um (b,c). 
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material. Additionally, using LM, it was impossible to identify what 
cell types might contain beads when beads were found in or beneath LGC 
epithelium. Electron microscopy (EM) is necessary to definitively 
demonstrate transepitheial transport of beads and identify associated 
cell type(s) (Fig. 3). 
Fluorescein-labeled beads were used with the fourth animal with the 
hope that half portions of LGCs embedded in resins suitable for EM could 
be screened easily by LM to find sections containing beads. If found, 
thin sections could be cut from the block if the beads were numerous or, 
if sparse, the "thick section" could be lifted directly from the slide 
and the same beads sought by EM as were seen by LM. However, all 
attempts to maintain both fluorescence and integrity of labeled beads in 
EM-grade resins failed. It had been shown in a fortuitous specimen from 
Pig 2 that plain latex beads could be preserved after processing into 
epon if acetone was used as the sole intermediate solvent (see Fig. 3). 
However, fluorescence was lost after processing into EMbed 812, LR 
White, Ladd LX-112, and HPMA resins. LR White appeared actually to 
dissolve the beads. Fluorescence was also lost after embedment into GMA 
(JB-4 Kit, Polysciences, Warrington, PA). 
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TABLE 8. Summary of results of tracer uptake experiments 
Number of blocks in which tracer 
was found per position of tracer 
Tracer Number of 
loops infused 
Blocks 
examined 
Absent Lumen or 
surface 
IE or SE at 
LE {# loops) 
carbon 6 63 22 35 6 (1) 
TH - live 7 74 46 20 5 (1) 
- dead 1 6 5 1 
TI^ - live 1 6 4 2 
beads 5 40 22 13 7 (3) 
CT 2 8 2 6 
BSA-cAu 1 4 4 
cat-Fer 1 3 3 
^ Abbreviations: TI, innocens; others as per Table 5. 
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DISCUSSION 
Uptake of tracer materials into Peyer's patches in the small 
intestine has been documented in numerous reports (1, 22, 41, 55, 106, 
112, 118, 123, 131, 175, 177, 186, 189). With respect to gut-associated 
lymphoid tissue in the colon, however, I know of only one description of 
tracer uptake by M cells in the LGC. Paar found uptake of horse-spleen 
ferritin into M cells of LGCs in the ascending colon of calves after 
instilling a minimum of 200 mg ferritin and allowing at least 82 min 
incubation (126). 
Very limited evidence of uptake of antigen into the LGC was 
obtained in these experiments (Table 8). Of the tracers used, only 
latex beads, carbon (ink), and viable hyodysenteriae organisms were 
ever observed in or beneath the LGC lymphoepithelium. Of these three, 
only the bacteria were confirmed to be within or beneath epithelium by 
electron microscopy. By TEN, epithelial cells in which 
hyodysenteriae organisms were present (pig 2) were not typical of 
porcine intestinal M cells (43, 109). The appearance of bacteria within 
the cell cytoplasm was very similar to that seen in crypt epithelial 
cells in the ceca of mice infected with the same strain of bacteria (S. 
Nibbelink, M. Wannemuehler, D. Morfitt, Vet. Med. Research Institute and 
Dept. Vet. Pathology, ISU, unpublished data). Therefore, active 
invasion by the bacteria, as opposed to transport by the cell, cannot be 
ruled out as a mechanism explaining the localization of the bacteria. 
At the same time, presence of bacteria below the epithelial basement 
membrane within 3 hours of instillation into the loop is notable, and 
might argue in favor of enhanced uptake at that site. However, it is 
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known that lymphoepithelium and its basement membrane are relatively 
more labile and discontinuous, respectively, compared with absorptive 
regions of the mucosa (133), and might be more readily penetrated by 
invasive bacteria. 
Attempts were made to reduce the affinity of the goat anti-cholera 
antibody for porcine tissue by adsorption of the antibody against minced 
porcine colon and by addition of varying concentrations of swine serum 
(1-10%). Though slight improvement was noted after the tissue 
adsorption (addition of serum accomplished nothing), the amount of 
nonspecific reaction was still too extensive to permit confidence in 
identifying CT within tissue spaces. It was apparent too, that even 
with 2 g of CT placed in a single loop, the extent of CT present along 
the epithelial surface never reached that which was seen in mice with 
100 times less toxin per loop. The cost of instilling several fold more 
toxin into a loop of colon in a pig could not be justified. CT 
3 
conjugated to H has been seen to accumulate within the lymphoepithelium 
of Peyer's patches of rats, while remaining at the microvillus surface 
of villous absorptive cells (121). 
Though the protocols were not aggressively pursued, IHC for BSA and 
cat-Fer may have been compromised by 24 hours of fixation in combined 
pF-glutaraldehyde. Emphasis had been placed on obtaining specimens that 
would be optimal for EM. Cellular degeneration, most pronounced in 
epithelial cells but seen in stromal cells as well, was probably caused 
by the prolonged period of hypoxia during anesthesia, and was very 
disappointing. 
Taken as a series of pilot studies, the results are inadequate to 
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justify continued study using the same methodology. Though I have no 
firm evidence, I believe the most significant factor in the limited 
amount of uptake which occurred in these experiments was the total 
abrogation of peristaltic movement after ligatures were applied. Though 
continued microscopic muscular activity at the level of the muscularis 
mucosae cannot be ruled out, I suspect it was compromised as well. As 
the LGC and its lymphoepithelium are deeply sequestered within the wall 
of the colon, diminished tissue motion likely precluded entry of the 
majority of the tracer into LGC diverticula. Alternative experimental 
methods include formation of fewer and/or longer loops so some mucosal 
muscular activity might be retained (less chance of ligatures 
compromising vascular and nervous supply to the colon). Recovery 
surgery, and somewhat longer incubation times, might counter anesthesia-
induced suppression of muscular activity. A technique has been 
described for the creation of a permanent continuous loop of spiral 
colon at the tip of the spiral colon (the ansa centralis) (70); tracer 
material could be left indefinitely in such a loop. Perhaps some sort 
of intraluminal "plug" could be contrived to localize tracer material to 
a given region of the colon without the need for external ligation. 
Lastly, and I think probably most plausible, is the notion of colostomy 
(cecostomy has been effectively used [59]) or cannulation (4) of a 
section of the colon. With such a system, not only would near-normal 
gut motility be present, but tracer application could be restricted to 
that part of the colon distal to the colostomy/cannulation site 
(negative control LGCs would be present proximally), and repeated tracer 
application could be performed in a simple fashion. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
The colonic lymphoglandular complex (LGC) of the pig, based on 
convergent lines of evidence, is highly similar to other forms of GALT 
which are recognized as important components of the body-wide system of 
mucosa-associated lymphoid tissues (127). Results of the present 
research build on previous study which showed LGCs to be normally 
present in high numbers, show consistent structural form, and include M 
cell-like cells (109). 
A battery of recently developed monoclonal antibodies was used to 
localize and quantify specific lymphocyte subsets within the LGC by 
immunohistochemistry and flow cytometry, respectively. Results confirm 
similarity between the colonic LGCs of pigs and humans (117) and cattle 
(134). The LGC of pigs is more similar to persistent GALT of the small 
intestine (discrete or jejunal Peyer's patches) than to the transient 
ileal patch with features of primary lymphoid tissue (17), seen also in 
lambs (147) and calves (85), or to proximal colonic lymphoid nodules of 
rodents (138, 474). Presence of high-endothelial venules in the LGC 
supports secondary lymphoid-tissue character. 
Uptake of particulate material into and across lymphoepithelium of 
the LGC apparently occurs, but the relative rate of the process (e.g., 
as contrasted against the Peyer's patch), or the degree to which it is 
enhanced above absorptive epithelium, remains undetermined. 
The mucosal distribution of B-lymphocyte subsets and 
immunoglobulins found in this research confirms earlier results from 
pigs (2, 3, 28), is highly similar to that of humans (25), and is 
consistent with the principle that secretory Igs (IgA and IgM) are of 
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primary importance at mucosal surfaces and that delivery of secretory 
Igs is dependent on cooperation between lymphocytes producing the Ig and 
nearby epithlial cells which deliver it to the outer surface of the 
epithelium (27). Surface epithelial cells in porcine colon did not 
appear to carry IgA or IgM. In humans, the same cells carry small 
amounts of IgA or IgM (25). Localization and quantification of mucosal 
T-lymphocyte subsets showed relative distribution similar to humans (38, 
64, 159, 160), and support again prior study from pigs (155). 
Cytotoxic/suppressor T cells (CDS*) are far predominant over T-helper 
(CD4*) cells among intraepithelial cells, whereas T-helper cells are 
twice as numerous among lamina-propria lymphocytes. 
Baseline data is now available from which to evaluate 
lymphocellular distribution or composition in the LGC and/or the 
intestinal mucosa in experimentally-induced, disease-related, or age-
associated conditions. Additionally, colonic 6ALT can be contrasted 
against GALT from the appendix, small intestine, or tonsil to determine 
relative importance of one GALT site versus another. Isolation of 
lymphocytes from the LGC (readily and efficiently done by methods 
developed here) provides a means of accurately evaluating the 
contribution of colonic GALT to the MALT system at large. Isolated LGC 
lymphocytes could be labeled and reinfused, and their pattern of 
dissemination to mucosal or systemic tissues monitored. Antigen uptake 
might be pursued using alternate experimental techniques. Localized 
exposure of LGCs to antigen and assessment of local and disseminated 
mucosal responses, or systemic responses (both humoral and cell 
mediated) would reveal the impact of antigen sampling by the LGC. 
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Latex microspheres used in biological research have been visualized 
by light microscopy in mounts of cell suspensions, disrupted cells, or 
cleared tissues (Mishima et a l .  1987, Koonce et a l .  1986, LeFevre et a l .  
1978); in unembedded coverslip monolayers (Koerten et al. 1980); in 
fixed (Cornwall and Phillipson 1988) or unfixed (Wells et a7. 1988) 
frozen sections; in paraffin sections cleared and deparaffinized with n-
butyl alcohol (Callebaut and Meeussen 1989); and in tissues embedded in 
resins suitable for transmission electron microscopy, such as Spurr's 
(Hampton et al. 1987), Epon (Herzog and Miller 1979), or Low Viscosity 
Epon [Ladd, Burlington, VT] (LeFevre et al. 1985). Paraffin embedding, 
and some plastic embedments, are impractical for demonstration of latex 
beads because the beads are dissolved by such organic solvents as 
xylene, dioxane, or chloroform (Van Furth and Diesselhoff-Den Dulk 
1980); propylene oxide (Lentzen et a l .  1984), amyl acetate (Okada et a l .  
1981), or toluene, the solvent in commonly used mounting media such as 
Fisher Permount (personal observation). The space remaining after 
dissolution of a bead is not maintained with paraffin embedding as it is 
with resin embedding. Even after plastic embedding, the resolving power 
of light microscopes may be inadequate to distinguish such "holes" from 
other clear spaces found in and between cells. Beads are stable in 
methanol (Van Furth and Diesselhoff-Den Dulk 1980), ethanol, and n-butyl 
alcohol (Callebaut and Meeussen 1989). 
The following technic preserved latex beads by avoiding 
solubilizing reagents. Tissues containing 0.81 urn latex beads (Difco, 
Detroit, MI) are collected into formaldehyde and glutaraldehyde 
fixatives, dehydrated through ascending ethanols and infiltrated with 
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and embedded in glycol methacrylate (6MA) using a commercially available 
kit (GMA Kit for LM, Polaron, Cambridge, MA). The embedding procedure 
is as follows: 
1. Infiltrate with a mixture of equal parts of Solution A (40 ml 
GMA II, 4 ml polyethylene glycol 400, 0.5 g benzoyl peroxide/20% HgO) 
and absolute ethanol, 1-2 hr. 
2. Infiltrate with undiluted Solution A, 2 hr at room temperature; 
repeat once with fresh solution. 
3. Infiltrate with undiluted Solution A overnight at 4 C. 
4. Embed in plastic molds using Solution B (15 ml Solution A, 1 ml 
Hardener II). 
5. Polymerize the GMA for 30-60 min at room temperature followed 
by 2 hr at 58 C; dry the blocks in a desiccator for 30-60 min. 
Sections 2 um thick are cut with glass Ralph knives, air-dried, and 
stained 30-60 seconds in 0.1% aqueous toluidine blue 0 (C.I. 52040). 
Stained sections are rinsed briefly with distilled water and dried with 
a hot air blower. Coverslips were mounted with cedar oil (Fritzsche 
Brothers, New York), which neither solubilizes the beads nor leaches the 
aqueous stain. 
By reducing the condenser aperature of the light microscope and 
increasing the intensity of illumination, the refractility of beads in 
tissue sections was accentuated so that they were readily seen or 
photographed (Fig. 1). The refractility of the beads was important in 
recognizing them by either bright-field, dark-field, or phase-contrast 
microscopy. This method has been successfully applied to mucosal-
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associated lymphoid tissues in the colon and conjunctiva, and to liver, 
lung, and spleen. 
Reports describing methacrylate resins as embedding media for fixed 
tissues containing latex beads are scarce (LeFevre et a7. 1978, Fujita 
et al. 1987, Hampton et al. 1987), and little emphasis is given to the 
reliability and simplicity of the technic. Semi thin sections and 
accompanying minimal tissue artifact permit the localization of beads 
superior to that possible in whole mounts or frozen or paraffin 
sections. The technic is quicker and easier than routine epon 
embedment, and thus is particularly suitable for rapid screening of 
tissue specimens for the presence or absence of beads (however, beads of 
diameter less than 0.81 um, the size we used, may not be discernible by 
light microscopy). This technic is easily performed in any laboratory 
equipped for plastic embedding and sectioning, is flexible in 
application, and, with nonsolubilizing mounting media, provides for 
indefinite storage of tissue sections and beads. 
FIG. 1. Latex beads (0.81 urn) are visible as bright spots above (open 
arrow), within (small arrow), and beneath (large arrow) the 
diverticular epithelium of a lymphoglandular complex from the 
colon of a pig. Image focused to demonstrate maximal 
refractility of beads. Photograph taken one year after 
preparation of section and slide. Water-soluble glycol 
methacrlyate embedding, toluidine blue staining, phase-
contrast microscopy. 831 X. 
16S 
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